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Abstract 

This research investigates the effectiveness of using an evolutionary algorithm as 

an instrument for exploration of static and dynamic problem domains. Specifically, 

Inspirica, a flexible evolutionary design system that I created, is used to interac-

tively and automatically evolve novel implicit surface models and dynamic swarm 

behaviour patterns to demonstrate the variety of solutions that can be produced 

by an evolutionary algorithm. The components of Inspirica will first be presented. 

These components include the main evolution loop, expression generator, genetic 

operators, automatic and interactive fitness evaluators, genotype to phenotype con-

verters, and phenotype viewers. Several applications, which include the evolution 

of implicit surface models of fluid containers, chairlike forms, forms that resemble 

facemasks, and swarm formations, will then be presented to demonstrate Inspirica's 

effectiveness as an exploration tool. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The designs produced by natural evolution are so astonishing and diverse, that some 

have characterized this process as "creative". The act of creating a new solution or 

improving an existing one can be formulated as 'a search for a good or better solution 

within a large space of possibilities. Search algorithms based on evolution in nature 

(evolutionary algorithms) evolve a population (collection of solutions), in an iterative 

fashion, using mechanisms inspired by those found in genetics. Evolutionary algo-

rithms have been found to be some of the most robust and flexible search algorithms 

in computer science. As a result of these properties, they have been successfully 

applied in a wide variety of different problem domains that have traditionally been 

deemed to require human creativity, such as art and music. This research examines 

the use of an evolutionary algorithm as a tool for guided exploration of static and 

dynamic problem domains where precise formal analysis is difficult or impossible. 

1.1 Explanation and Motivation 

The power of the unaided mind is highly overrated. Without external 

aids, memory, thought, and reasoning are all constrained. But human 

intelligence is highly flexible and adaptive, superb at inventing procedures 

and objects that overcome its own limits. The real powers come from 

devising external aids that enhance cognitive abilities. How have we 
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increased memory, thought, and reasoning? By the inventions of external 

aids: It is things that make us smart. 

- Donald A. Norman [Nor93], p. 43 

This is a popular quote among information visualization researchers because it 

elegantly and boldly states the vital, often overlooked, role external aids (such as 

pencil and paper, calculators, computers, etc.) play in human cognition. 

This research presents a novel tool to explore implicit surface forms and dynamic 

swarming behaviour by applying algorithms inspired by a process that has been 

producing creative biological designs for billions of years: natural evolution. This 

work will demonstrate the potential of a software program that uses an evolutionary 

algorithm to explore a realm of potential solutions. 

An evolutionary algorithm works by iteratively changing and recombining col-

lections of potential solutions (which could initially be random) based on the effec-

tiveness (fitness) of each solution in solving the problem. The best of the altered 

solutions are propagated into future iterations for further modifications, while poor 

solutions disappear from the collection. This process repeats until effective solutions 

emerge. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are appropriate for exploration because their 

stochastic nature allows one to generate solutions that are not explicitly coded by the 

programmer, while allowing one to direct the search through the fitness evaluators. 

Also, during an EA's parallel search of a wide design space, many different solutions 

are assessed before the scope of the search is narrowed to the better solutions, which 

allows one to generate a variety of good solutions. 
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1.2 Historical Survey 

In 1859, Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species [Dar85] and revolutionized 

countless fields of study including biology, economics, political science, and now after 

almost 150 years, Darwin's famous theory of evolution has laid the foundation for 

the development of "inspirational" machines. 

Inspired by the ability of natural evolution to create optimized biological designs, 

computer scientists in the 1950s created algorithms based on mechanisms found in 

natural evolution, such as iterative refinement, recombination, stochastic mutation, 

etc., to optimize engineering parameters. 

In 1953, Rechenberg [Rec73] manually executed an algorithm based on these 

mechanisms to optimize the design of a two-phase jet nozzle to increase thrust. The 

resulting design was considered unusual, but proved to be better than any design 

that had currently existed. 

While working for the National Science Foundation, Lawrence Fogel proposed 

an alternative method of generating artificial intelligence that diverged from the 

traditional methods of modeling the complexities of the human brain, and the psy-

chological approach of devising structured sets of rules that modeled thought pro-

cesses. This alternative used evolution as a means to generate artificial intelligence. 

In 1961, Lawrence Fogel invented evolutionary programming [Fog99], which evolved 

finite state machines (a model of computation defined by a finite number of states 

and transitions between these states) that were originally used for prediction tasks. 

Fogel believed that success in predicting one's environment was a prerequisite for 

intelligent behaviour. This algorithm was published in the first book in the field of 
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evolutionary computation titled Artificial Intelligence Through Simulated Evolution 

[F066]. 

In 1975, John H. Holland introduced the genetic algorithm in his seminal book 

Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems [Hol75]. The genetic algorithm sim-

ulates evolutionary processes to discover good solutions to search problems. They 

evolve strings of binary digits or parameters that encode for design solutions. Their 

robustness and adaptiveness have made them one of the most popular evolution-

based algorithms, which are still widely used today. 

The European counter-part to the genetic algorithm is the evolution strategy, 

which was developed by Ingo Rechenberg in the 1960s [Rec73] and Hans-Paul Schwe-

fel in the 1970s [Sch77] (translated English version [Sch81]). The evolution strategy 

differs from the genetic algorithm in that it manipulates vectors of real numbers 

instead of binary strings, and it evolves parameters that affect the creation of new 

solutions (strategy parameters) along with the actual solutions themselves. This 

allowed the evolution process to evolve and adapt with the solutions. 

In 1992 John Koza created an algorithm called genetic programming that was 

based on the genetic algorithm, except that it evolved hierarchical encodings of so-

lutions instead of binary strings [Koz92]. Koza coined the term "invention machine" 

to describe his genetic programming system, which successfully evolved designs for, 

among many other applications, analogue circuits that actually perform better than 

those that have been designed by humans [Koz92]. 

Genetic algorithms, evolution strategies, evolutionary programming, and genetic 

programming are the four major streams of evolutionary computation [JacOl]. When 

these algorithms were first developed, they were only applied to optimization prob-
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lems (with the exception of genetic programming) [BOO1]. Most of these problems 

tended to be engineering design problems, where the goal was to find the single, 

absolute best parameterization of an existing design. 

Researchers eventually broke away from the idea of optimizing parameters to 

fixed, preconceived designs, and instead evolved the design components and their 

assembly process to produce the designs themselves. As researchers began to see 

these algorithms as automatic idea generators, evolutionary algorithms began moving 

into areas requiring more creativity and exploration, such as music, art, architectural 

design, graphic design, and artificial life. Some of the most interesting examples of 

the many creative evolutionary design applications from a variety of fields can be 

found in [Ben99, BCO2]. 

Inspired by the potential of evolutionary computation, Christian Jacob created 

an evolutionary design system called Evolvica [Jac97, JacOl] in the early 1990s, to 

better explore the promise of this new field. This system featured a highly flexible 

evolution kernel that could be applied to evolve solutions to many different kinds of 

design problems, including fractals, L-System models of plants, robot control pro-

grams, balanced mobiles, etc. In addition, it provided a platform from which one 

could conduct experiments with the four major streams of evolutionary algorithms: 

genetic algorithms, evolution strategies, evolutionary programming, and genetic pro-

gramming. 

In 1996, inspired by the creative biological designs produced by natural evolution, 

Peter Bentley, in his PhD dissertation, created GADES (genetic algorithm designer): 

the first evolutionary design system for generic solid objects [Ben96, Ben99]. This 

system was unique to other evolutionary computing systems that had existed at the 
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time because of its ability to automatically generate a broad range of different designs 

from scratch, such as tables, heat sinks, car bodies, hospital floor-plans, boat hulls, 

etc. In this system, users selected several evaluation modules that measured designs 

for specific properties (e.g., mass, surface area, height, etc.) from a library of such 

modules. The system would then evolve a variety of different designs that satisfied 

requirements defined by the selected modules. Bentley's research demonstrated and 

inspired a new way of using computers in design. 

1.3 Outline of Contributions to the Area of Evolutionary 

Design 

The first part of this research was the creation of Inspirica, which is an enhancement 

of the Evolvica system [Jac97, JacOl] written by Christian Jacob. The enhancements 

that were made include: 

• An organized interface between the user and the evolution kernel. This inter-

face allows a user to adjust experiment parameters, and add customizations to 

tailor the evolution kernel to evolve a particular design task. 

• Customizable genetic operators. 

• A framework for incorporating external fitness evaluators. 

• An interactive fitness evaluator. 

• The ability to combine multiple fitness evaluations into a single fitness value. 
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Another contribution was the interactive and automatic generation of implicit 

surface models (computer graphic models of surfaces from volumes defined by implicit 

functions) using an evolutionary algorithm. Fairly little work has been done in this 

area, despite the fact that the ability of implicit surfaces to create complex surfaces 

from a relatively small set of parameters makes it especially suitable for creative 

evolutionary search. Implicit surface models of fluid containers were automatically 

generated by Inspirica. In addition, implicit surface models of chairs and facemasks 

were interactively evolved to demonstrate the ability of Inspirica to suggest different 

forms for preconceived designs. As part of this work, a basic implicit surface viewer 

was enhanced to allow one to interactively modify implicit surface models generated 

by Inspirica. 

An additional contribution includes the exploration of dynamic swarming be-

haviour patterns using an evolutionary algorithm. Research in interactively or even 

automatically evolving swarming behaviour has not been published so far. Success-

fully evolving complex swarming behaviour patterns will demonstrate the effective-

ness of Inspirica as a tool for exploring a space of dynamic emergent behaviours 

(global behaviours that result from the interaction of multiple units performing rel-

atively simple actions). 

1.4 Thesis Overview 

The focus of this research will be on the usefulness of an evolutionary design system 

to aid in the exploration of different solutions. 

The rest of this document is organized as follows: 
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• In Chapter 2, Inspirica is described. Inspirica is a highly customizable evolu-

tionary design system that will be used to evolve implicit surface models and 

dynamic swarming behaviour patterns in this research. 

• In Chapter 3, the automatic creation of implicit surface models of fluid contain-

ers is presented This will illustrate Inspirica's ability to automatically generate 

interesting designs. 

• In Chapter 4, the interactive evolution of implicit surface models of novel chair-

like forms and forms that resemble facemasks are explained. This will demon-

strate Inspirica as an interactive tool for aiding in the exploration of implicit 

surface models. 

• In Chapter 5, the interactive evolution of dynamic swarming behaviour patterns 

is described. 

• In Chapter 6, suggestions for future work, a summary of contributions of this 

research, and final conclusions are given. 



Chapter 2 

The Ins pirica System 

2.1 Introduction 

Evolutionary design (the application of evolutionary algorithms toward solving de-

sign problems) is a growing field. Evolutionary algorithms have been used to auto-

matically design circuits [KIAK99}, evolve virtual creatures [Sim94], and L-System 

grammars [JacOl], to just name a few. The applicability of evolutionary algorithms 

to such a diverse field of problems is one of its greatest advantages. This property 

allows for the creation of a single evolutionary design system that can be applied to 

many different problem domains. However, most existing evolutionary design sys-

tems are tailored toward a specific application, where the evolutionary algorithm is 

tightly coupled with the specifics of the application. Those systems that do generate 

designs for a broad range of design areas are restricted in the kinds of solutions that 

can be produced. For example in Peter Bentley's evolutionary design system [Ben96] 

(GADES) one can evolve solutions to a variety of different design problems, such as 

designing chairs, heat sinks, car bodies, steps, etc., but all the solutions are restricted 

to solid objects that are composed of a series of cuboid blocks. One cannot evolve 

dynamic systems, or objects with smooth curves. 

In addition, none of these evolutionary design systems allow one to use different 

evolutionary algorithms for different problem domains. For instance, a genetic algo-

rithm may be more appropriate for problems with integer solutions, but an evolution 

9 
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strategy is more appropriate for problems with real number solutions. 

A customizable evolutionary design system called Inspirica is presented in this 

chapter. Inspirica is, capable of evolving solutions from a wide range of different 

domains without restricting them to a particular representation. Inspirica contains 

a core evolution kernel that can be applied to many different types of applications. 

One merely supplies a plug-in to the system that defines all the specifics of the 

problem. The user does not need to write any code for the general evolutionary 

algorithm, however one can customize certain aspects of the evolutionary search, 

such as the genetic operators. There are several ways the user can evaluate solutions 

during evolution. Users can have automatic, interactive, or a combination of both 

fitness evaluation methods. 

The implementation details of Inspirica are described in this chapter. First an 

overview of the Inspirica system will be presented. This overview will describe the 

purpose of Inspirica, and its enhancements over its predecessor Evolvica. This is 

followed by a description of the default interactive evaluator interface. The details 

of the components the user needs to supply in order to apply Inspirica to a specific 

application will then be explained. Finally, the main evolution loop will be described, 

and the operation of the genetic operators will be explained. 

2.2 Overview of Inspirica 

The main goal of Inspirica's design is to allow one to easily apply an evolutionary 

algorithm to a particular problem. Those creating applications for Inspirica should 

not have to worry about the implementation details of an evolutionary algorithm. 
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Instead they should only have to supply the necessary components needed by the 

evolutionary algorithm to evolve the solutions. In addition, Inspirica also provides 

an organized structure from which to enter these components. Later in this thesis, 

several examples of Inspirica applications will be presented. 

Inspirica is composed of a collection of Mathematica notebooks (interactive docu-

ments containing Mathematica code). Together these notebooks facilitate evolution-

ary design in Mathematica [Wol96}. Mathematica is a fully integrated environment 

for technical computing. In addition to its typesetting and symbolic mathematical 

computing abilities, Mathematica features an interpreted functional programming 

language. Code and data in Mathematica are represented as lists of symbolic expres-

sions. This unified representation simplifies the task of evolving computer programs 

because it allows one to manipulate code as if it were data without worrying about the 

technical details in converting between code and data. Also, Mathematica handles 

all the memory management issues, which simplifies the use and implementation of 

dynamic data structures. The powerful pattern-matching capabilities of Mathemat-

ica allows one to easily perform complex transformations on symbolic expressions, 

which is useful in manipulating encodings of solutions (genotypes) to produce new 

solutions (offspring). 

One drawback of Inspirica's predecessor, Evolvica, is that it is difficult for users 

unfamiliar with the code to customize it. Users have to alter Evolvica source code 

files containing parts of the evolution kernel to tailor the evolution to evolve a par-

ticular solution. One major enhancement in Inspirica is the restructuring of the 

Evolvica code so that a user only needs to change a single notebook, the APPLI-

CATION NOTEBOOK, in order to customize the Evolvica evolution kernel to evolve 
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solutions in a new application domain. 

Another limitation of Evolvica is that there is no general support for evolving 

solutions that are not entirely implemented in Mathematica. Inspirica integrates 

external fitness evaluators into the evaluation stage of the main evolution loop by 

converting genotypes, implemented in Mathematica, to script files that are read by 

the fitness evaluation programs external to Mathematica. 

Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the components that make up the Inspirica 

system. The user defines each of these components in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK 

(described later in Section 2.4) to tailor Inspirica to evolve a particular type of 

solution. The following describes each component (shown in italics) in Figure 2.1: 

. The expression generation template defines the set of allowable solutions, which 

the expression generation functions use to produce expressions. 

. The expression generation functions produce random expressions and sub-

expressions for the initial population and genetic operators. 

• The expression modification functions support modification of expressions, 

such as selection functions (e.g., roulette wheel selection), and pattern selection 

and extraction functions. 

• The user-defined genetic operators are the functions used to create new solu-

tions from old solutions. 

• The Evolvica kernel uses these components to create populations of solutions. 

• Before these solutions can be evaluated for their effectiveness, they first must be 

converted to their phenotype representation (genotype to phenotype converter). 
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• If the phenotypes are to be interactively evaluated by the user, then the phe-

notypes are first visualized by the phenotype viewer, and the user ranks each 

phenotype with the interactive evaluator. 

• If the phenotypes are to be automatically evaluated, then the phenotypes are 

ranked by automatic evaluators. 

• A function combines the fitness values from the evaluators into a single value, 

which the Evolvica kernel uses to determine which individuals are used to 

create the next generation. 

2.3 Interactive Evaluation 

2.3.1 Background 

Interactive evolutionary design has been used successfully in a vast variety of differ-

ent problem domains. Richard Dawkins's Biomorphs (recursive two-dimensional line 

figures) were one of the first demonstrations of how interactive evolution on a com-

puter could be used to generate a vast array of interesting forms [Daw87, Daw96]. 

It showed the creative potential of simple selection-mutation mechanisms in combi-

nation with the aesthetic choices of a user. 

Dawkins's Biomorphs inspired many artists to use artificial evolution to create 

their art. William Latham and Stephen Todd evolved three-dimensional forms, which 

they exhibited internationally and gained wide critical attention {TL92]. Inspired by 

the work of both Dawkins and Latham, Karl Sims evolved complex two-dimensional 

images {Sim91}. The work of Sims and Latham further inspired other artists and corn-
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the Inspirica system. Each box in the diagram is a compo-
nent in the system. These components are defined in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK, 
except for the user and those components that are part of the Evolvica kernel. The 
arrows indicate the flow of output from one component into another. 

puter scientists to use evolution in generating art. Some of these include Andrew 

Rowbottom's FORM software [Row99], and Steven Rooke's extension of Sims's soft-

ware (e.g., adding fractal functions) [RooO2]. Other evolved two-dimensional images 

can be seen in the works of Panousal Machado [MCOO]. In [TakOl], IETideyuki Takagi 

provides an extensive survey of the many areas that have applied interactive evolu-

tionary computation, including graphic arts and animation, robotics, music, speech 

processing and synthesis, facial image generation, data mining, entertainment, etc. 

In [BCO2], Peter Bentley modified his evolutionary design system (GADES) to 
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use an interactive fitness evaluator. By using this human-guided fitness evaluator, 

one can produce a wide variety of interesting and aesthetically pleasing shapes, such 

as a dragonfly, drum, flower, robot, 3D evil robot, and a 3D airplane. A quote from 

[BCO2} (page 41) illustrates the effectiveness of combining human guidance with 

evolution: 

the addition of user input into an evolutionary algorithm is so easy, 

and the results often so good, that it is surprising how few researchers 

actually permit it.' 

Some of the advantages of involving human guidance into an evolutionary search 

include [B002]: 

• Users can force evolution to try new alternatives when evolution converges on 

a particular type of solution. This can produce a wider variety of different 

solutions. 

• The ability to evaluate solutions based on criteria that are difficult or impossible 

to evaluate automatically, such as aesthetics. In some cases, a human may be 

able to evaluate a solution much faster and more accurately than a computer. 

For example, determining whether a particular animal is a cat or a dog. In 

addition, if objectives are highly variable, then one can re-evolve new solutions, 

or instantly change the direction of evolution without having to rewrite fitness 

evaluation code. 

• Non-computer-oriented users can generate solutions by ranking potential solu-

tions generated by the system, instead of having to specify predefined, quan-

tifiable objectives [vBO2]. 
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With these advantages there are of course disadvantages when interactive eval-

uators are compared with automatic evaluators. Some of the disadvantages of an 

interactive evolutionary search in comparison to a purely automatic evolutionary 

search include [BCO2]: 

• Evolution may take longer, since humans judge solutions much slower than a 

machine in many cases. 

• Humans may judge solutions inconsistently depending on their state of mind. 

• For hard problems that require large populations and many generations, it is 

impractical for a human to perform the thousands of evaluations that would 

be necessary. 

Finally, an advantage of using an evolutionary algorithm as an interactive explo-

ration tool is that in many cases one can use this tool without having to understand 

the technical details of how the solutions are generated. For example in [Sim91], 

[RooO2], [BE98], and {Jon99} complex images and shapes defined by complicated 

mathematical expressions were evolved by users who simply selected images and 

shapes they preferred. 

The following section will describe the interactive fitness evaluator used in the 

Inspirica applications that are described in this thesis. 

2.3.2 The Default Interactive Evaluator 

Since interactive fitness evaluation is such a key part to many evolutionary design 

systems, Inspirica includes a default interactive fitness evaluator that can be applied 
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to any problem. The interactive evaluator allows users to steer the evolution by man-

ually assigning a fitness value to each individual, importing individuals, restarting 

the experiment, and stopping the experiment. One can import individuals anytime 

during the evolution. These individuals can come from any source, such as former 

experiments, or manually generated solution. This feature allows one to insert new 

genetic material in a controlled way [HONO1]. The interactive evaluator can be cus-

tomizable, but for the applications described in this thesis, a default interface was 

used. This interface (Figure 2.2) consists of a phenotype window and an evaluation 

notebook for each individual in the population, and a main control panel. The main 

control panel allows the user to restart an experiment, import individuals from pre-

vious experiments (this increases the population size), and stop the experiment. The 

phenotype windows can be non-Mathematica windows. They display the phenotype 

of the individual being evaluated. The evaluation notebooks are Mathematica note-

books that allow the user to assign a fitness value, from 0 to 10, to an individual by 

clicking on the appropriate button. A fitness of 0 will remove the individual from 

the population, and thereby reduce the size of the population. 
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Figure 2.2: A screen shot of the default interactive interface in Inspirica. The main 
control panel is shown on the very bottom. This allows the user to generate a new 
population, import individuals from previous experiments, and quit the current ex-
periment. Underneath each of the six phenotype windows is an evaluation notebook 
that allows the user to assign a fitness value to each phenotype. It also displays in-
formation about the particular individual, such as the genetic operator that created 
it, and the parent from which it was spawned. 
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2.4 Applying Inspirica to Specific Applications 

The APPLICATION NOTEBOOK allows users to tailor Inspirica to evolve solutions 

within a specific problem domain. The core evolution kernel uses the definitions 

contained in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK to evolve solutions. This section will 

describe the components in this notebook that a user needs to define in order to 

customize Inspirica to evolve within a particular problem domain. An example of 

an APPLICATION NOTEBOOK is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: A screenshot of an APPLICATION NOTEBOOK. Each section and subsec-
tion (e.g., 'Genetic Operations', 'Fitness Evaluation', 'Script Converter', etc.) can 
be collapsed and expanded by clicking on the brackets to the right of each section 
or subsection header. In this example, the 'Fitness Evaluation' section is expanded, 
revealing further subsections and code for tailoring Inspirica to evolve specific solu-
tions. 
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There are three major sections in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK, which corre-

spond to components in the overview diagram in Figure 2.1. These include: 

• The Expression Generation section, which contains the definitions for the geno-

type. This is described in Section 2.4.1. 

• The Genetic Operations section, which allows one to customize the operators 

used to manipulate genotypes to generate new solutions. This is described in 

Section 2.4.2. 

• The Fitness Evaluation section, which provides methods for evaluating the so-

lutions, mapping routines to convert genotypes to phenotypes, and phenotype 

definitions. This is described in Section 2.4.3. 

A user may be overwhelmed by the number of user-definable components in 

the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK, but most of these components have default values, 

and the user will usually only redefine a few components. All of the components 

are organized into sections that can be hidden. One can also include code into this 

APPLICATION NOTEBOOK from other files. For example, with the genetic operators, 

one could include another file (Mathematica package) that contained the definition 

of a pre-defined genetic operator. This allows one to move reusable components into 

separate files that can be reused in other Inspirica applications. 

2.4.1 Expression Generation 

When an evolution experiment first starts, Inspirica must generate an initial popu-

lation. This initial population can be composed of prefabricated individuals, or they 

can be randomly generated. If the initial population is to be randomly generated 
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then the user needs to supply an expression generation template. This template is 

also used to generate random sub-expressions that are used by some genetic oper-

ators (Section 2.6), such as mutation. The expression generation template is a list 

of symbolic expressions that defines the domain of symbolic expressions that can 

be automatically generated by Inspirica. Figure 2.4 shows the general syntax for 

these templates. Whenever Inspirica needs to automatically generate a symbolic 

expression that matches a particular pattern,, it does so by randomly choosing from 

the expression generation template those expressions that match the desired pat-

tern. The probability of Inspirica choosing a particular expression can be defined 

by the user in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK. The default is that all expressions 

have an equal probability of being chosen. Figure 2.5 shows an example of an ex-

pression generation template, and Figure 2.6 shows an example of an expression 

that was created by this template. In Figure 2.5, ExprGenPatterns is the name of 

the expression generation template. It lists all the symbolic expressions that can be 

automatically generated by Inspirica in an application. Symbols in capital letters 

are terminal symbols that appear in the resulting expression from an application of 

this template. Below ExprGenPatterns are the definitions of all the non-terminal 

symbols. The scaleVector, posnVector, rgbVector are randomly generated lists 

of three fixed-point numbers between 0.00 and 1.00. The nodeList is a sequence 

of BLOBPOINTs. The length of this sequence is a random number between 1 and 30 

inclusive. A BLOBPOINT is a vector containing an rgbVector, a scaleVector, and a 

posnVector. 

Inspirica uses the expression generation template whenever it needs to automat-

ically generate a genotypic expression or sub-expression. For example, whenever the 
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(* List of possible expressions that 

can be automatically generated *) 
ExprGenPatterns  

expr1, 
exPr2, 

(* Definition of non-terminal symbols that 

appear in ExprGenPatterns *) 

nonTerminalSymbol1 = s'ubExpr1; 
nomTerminalSymbol2 : = subExpr2; 

Figure 2.4: The syntax for the expression generation templates. The ExprGen-
Patterns is a list of symbolic expressions (expri, expr2, ...) that can be au-
tomatically generated by Inspirica. Following the definition of ExprGenPatterns 
are the definitions (subExpri, subExpr2, ...) of all the non-terminal symbols 
(nonTerminalSymboli, nonTerminalSymbol2, ...) that appear in the definition 
of ExprGenPatterns. 
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(* Expression generation template *) 

ExprGenPatterns := { 
BLOBMODEL EBLOBLIST [nodeList]], 

BLOBLIST [nodeList], 

BLOBPOINT[rgbVector, scaleVector, posnVector], 

scaleVector, 

posnVector, 

rgbVector 

}; 

Definition of non-terminal symbols that 

appear in ExprGenPatterns *) 

scaleVector := SCALE 00 Table [N [Random [Integer, {O,i000}]/i000J, 
{3}]; 

posnVector := POSITION GO Table [N [Random [Integer, {O,i000}]/i000], 

rgbVector COLOURc@ Table [N[Random[Integer, {O,1000}]/1000], 

nodeList : Sequence @@ Flatten@Table[ 

BLOBPOINT[rgbVector, scaleVector, posnVector] 

numBlobPoints]; 

nunBlobPoints = N[Random[Integer, 1,30]]; 

Figure 2.5: An example of an expression generation template. 
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BLOBMODEL EBLOBLIST[ 

BLOBPOINT[ 
COLOURE 0.65, 0.31, 0.84 1 
SCALE[ 0.83, 0.88, 0.62 ] 
POSITIONE 0.95, 0.85, 0.24 1 1, 

BLOBPOINT[ 
COLOUR.[ 0.56, 0.07, 0.83 1 
SCALE[ 0.18, 0.78, 0.26 1 
POSITION[ 0.59, 0.58, 0.34 1 1, 

BLOBPOINT[ 
COLOUR[ 0.28, 0.13, 0.87 1 
SCALE[ 0.43, 0.77, 0.11 1 
POSITION[ 0.55, 0.85, 0.42 1 1 

I  

Figure 2.6: An example of an automatically generated symbolic expression from the 
expression generation template in Figure 2.5. 

user starts an evolution experiment with the Inspirica command: 

interact ivelyEvolveExpres s ions [ ..BLOBMODEL] 

Inspirica would automatically generate a population of expressions from the expres-

sion generation template that have BLOBMODEL as the head symbol. The '' is used 

to denote any Mathematica expression, and BLOBMODEL denotes any expression that 

contains BLOBMODEL as the head (leading symbol f in an expression f[x, y, ...]) of the 

expression. Similarly, if Inspirica executes the command: 

exprGeneration[ .BLOBPOINT] 

to produce a new BLOBPOINT expression for a mutation operation, then Inspirica will 

generate an expression from the expression generation template that has BLOBPOINT 
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as the head symbol. More details about expression generation templates can be 

found in [JacOl]. 

2.4.2 Genetic Operations 

Inspirica produces a new generation by applying genetic operators to selected mem-

bers of the current generation. To facilitate these genetic operations, the user needs 

to define the following genetic operator settings in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK: 

• For every genetic operator there is an expression selection template, which 

associates a weighting to a particular sub-expression (Figure 2.7 describes the 

syntax for the expression selection template). This weighting determines how 

likely a particular sub-expression is to be chosen by an operator. The greater 

the weighting with respect to the other sub-expression weightings, the more 

likely it is to be chosen. This allows the user to control the probability of a 

particular sub-expression to be manipulated by a particular genetic operator. 

See Figure 2.8 for an example of an expression selection template. 

• Selection methods (e.g., elitist, fitness proportionate, user-defined, etc.). The 

selection method determines the manner in which individuals are selected to 

be manipulated by the genetic operators to produce the next generation's off-

spring. An example of a selection method is elitist selection, which always 

chooses the individuals with the highest fitness values to be parents. In com-

parison, fitness proportionate stochastic selection chooses parents, where the 

probability of being chosen is proportionate to their fitness value. In addition 

to these selection methods, users can also define their own selection methods 
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in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK. 

• User-defined or user-redefined genetic operators (e.g., modified mutations that 

do specific modifications), 

• Genetic operator parameters, options, and weightings. Each genetic operator 

has its own parameters, options, and weightings associated with it. The param-

eters and options influence the behaviour of the operators, and the weightings 

determine the probability of a particular genetic operator to be selected to 

produce an offspring. 

All of these operator settings, parameters, options, and weightings are defined in 

the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK, and allow users to steer the generation of solutions. 

exprOprRANKS = { 
PRexpr CexprPatterni, wtj, {subPRexpri, subExprWti, {... 
PRexpr [exprPattern2, wt2, {subPRexpr2, subExprWt2, {... }}], 

} 

Figure 2.7: The syntax for the expression selection templates. The exprOprRANKS 
is a list of PRexpr expressions (Pattern Ranking expressions). Each PRexpr consists 
of an expression pattern (exprPattern), a weighting for that pattern (wt), and a 
list of further sub-expression patterns subPRexpr within the expressions that match 
exprPattern. These sub-expression patterns also have weightings (subExprWt). 

2.4.3 Fitness Evaluation 

In Inspirica, the fitness of an individual can be evaluated both automatically, inter-

actively, and in combination. Some solution characteristics are difficult or tedious to 
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exprMutationRANKS = { 
PRexpr[_SCALE, 1, {}], 
PRexprE_POSITION, 10, {}], 
PRexpr[_COLOUR, 5, {}] 

} 

Figure 2.8: An example of an expression selection template. In this example, SCALE 
expressions (expressions that have the symbol SCALE as the head of the expression, 
e.g., SCALE[1 .0, 2.0, 3.0]) are given a weighting of 1, POSITION expressions a 
weighting of 10, and COLOUR expressions a weighting of 5. Therefore POSITION ex-
pressions are 10 times more likely to be chosen as a target expression pattern than 
SCALE expressions. Similarly POSITION expressions are twice as likely to be chosen 
than COLOUR expressions. The '{}' means that there are no sub-expression patterns 
that need to be matched within the main patterns (i.e., SCALE, YOSITION, and 
COLOUR). 

judge with an interactive fitness evaluation. Ideally the machine should judge these 

characteristics whenever possible, thereby freeing the user to interactively judge those 

solutions on characteristics that a machine can not judge, such as aesthetics, or qual-

ities that are difficult for a machine to judge, such as whether a shape resembles a 

face. By having an automatic component to the fitness evaluation, the user is freed 

from having to manually consider what can be automatically determined. Also, it 

allows the user to include qualities in the fitness value that cannot be easily observed 

by an interactive user. 

If the user wishes to perform automatic evaluations, then he or she must define 

the automatic evaluator function in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK. This function 

takes in a genome as input, performs the mapping between the genotype to pheno-

type, and outputs a fitness value. Examples of automatic evaluators can be found 

later in this thesis in Section 3.2.5 and Section 4.8.3. In addition to the automatic 
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evaluator, the user would also have to define the stopping condition function. This 

function takes in as input the population, population fitness values, and the current 

generation number, and outputs a Boolean value (stop or do not stop). If the user 

wishes to perform interactive evaluations, then he or she must either define their own 

interactive evaluator, or supply values to the parameters for the default interactive 

evaluator that was described in Section 2.3.2. These parameters include window 

sizes, layout of windows, spaces between windows, and the window locations. In 

addition, the user needs to define the commands to display and discard the phe-

notype viewers, the clean-up functions that get executed after an evaluation, and 

the conversion function that converts a Mathematica genome into an external input 

file to the phenotype viewer. Finally, if the user wishes to use both automatic and 

interactive evaluators simultaneously, then the user has to define the function that 

combines the fitness values produced by the interactive and automatic evaluators. 

An example of such a combination function can be found later in Section 4.8.4. 
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2.5 The Main Evolution Loop 

The following describes the main evolution loop for an interactive evolution session. 

1. Display the main control panel (Figure 2.2). 

2. Create and display (if interactive evaluations are to be performed) an initial 

population to the user. Details on how an initial population is created were 

described in Section 2.4.1. 

3. If interactive evaluations, are to be performed, then display evaluation note-

books underneath each phenotype window (Figure 2.2), which the user uses to 

rank each solution by assigning them a fitness value between 1 and 10. 

4. The automatic fitness evaluators (if any) are applied to each solution in the 

population. 

5. For each individual, the fitness values from the interactive and automatic eval-

uations are combined into a single fitness value for that individual. 

6. The system creates a new population by applying genetic operators to the 

previous population. 

(a) The best individual is copied, without change, into the new population. 

This will ensure that the best individual is not lost. 

(b) A parent is selected by roulette wheel selection based on its fitness (e.g., 

fitness proportionate selection). 
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(c) A genetic operator is chosen through roulette wheel selection, but the user 

can change this selection method. The weighting of each operator for this 

selection is user-defined. 

(d) The selected genetic operator is applied to the chosen parent (or two 

parents in the case of crossover) to produce a new individual (two new 

individuals in the case of crossover). 

(e) The new individual is added to the new population. In the case of 

crossover, the two new individuals are added to the new population only 

if there is enough room. Otherwise, only one of them, chosen at random, 

is added. 

(f) This process repeats from step (b) until the number of individuals in the 

new population equals the number of individuals in the parent population. 

7. This new population becomes the next generation. The genomes of the entire 

population, their fitness values, and the manner in which they were created are 

stored in files in the experiment directory. 

8. The whole process is then repeated from step 3 with this new generation. 

2.6 Genetic Operators 

Users can define their own genetic operators, or redefine existing operators in the 

APPLICATION NOTEBOOK. The following sections describe three of the most com-

mon genetic operators: mutation, crossover, and copy. In addition, the process of 

applying genetic operations to parents to create offspring is also presented. 
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Figure 2.9: An example of a target expression selection for mutation. (a) In this 
example, exprMutationRANKS is the expression selection template for the mutation 
operator. There are three possible expression patterns: _SCALE, POSITION, _COLOUR 
that can be chosen for mutation. In this example, POSITION is chosen. (b) An 
example genotype is shown with all the possible expressions that match the target 
expression pattern highlighted by a dotted box. One of these ..POSITION expressions 

is randomly chosen for mutation. (c) In this example, the second -POSITION expres-
sion is selected and mutated. Note that operators can choose and manipulate more 
than one target expression at a time. 
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2.6.1 Mutation 

Mutation is a genetic operator that allows new traits to appear in individuals. A 

portion of a parent's genome is randomly altered to create these new traits. Ad-

justing the mutation parameters, such as the increment size and the number of sub-

expressions changed in a single mutation operation, modifies the amount of change 

caused by a single mutation operation. Small increment sizes, and/or few sub-

expression changes localize the search so that it is more concentrated around the 

fittest individuals (parents) in the previous generation. In other words, the fittest 

members are slightly altered or slowly fine-tuned in an attempt to find a better indi-

vidual. Large increment sizes, and/or many sub-expression changes allow the search 

to be more exploratory. Although the search becomes more random, it allows one 

to quickly explore parts of the search space that have not yet been traversed. 

By default, the increment size and the number of sub-expressions changed in a 

single mutation operation follows a Gaussian distribution around a user-specified 

mean. The user can of course change this distribution. Note that it is desirable to 

have some random deviation from what the user specifies so that the system can 

introduce some unexpected change that may improve a solution in a way that the 

user may not have anticipated (creative input by the system). 

Mutation introduces change that may or may not be beneficial to the phenotype. 

Beneficial changes will improve the probability of the new individual to propagate 

this change to future generations. Harmful changes will reduce the probability of 

the new individual to propagate the undesirable change. Examples of mutation 

operations can be found in Figure 3.7, Figure 4.18, and Figure 5.6. 
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2.6.2 Crossover 

Crossover is a genetic operator that generates new individuals by recombining traits 

from two parents. It performs searches within a subset of the solution space that is 

defined by the traits of the parent individuals. 

Crossover combines good traits that already exist between two individuals within 

the population into a single individual. Or it allows traits that, only when combined, 

improve the fitness values of the resulting offspring. After a crossover is performed, 

two new individuals are produced. 

During interactive evaluations, assigning the two most different-looking individ-

uals the best fitness values will increase the likelihood of more interesting crossover 

offspring to result. This is because crossover selects parents based on fitness (bet-

ter fitness values increase the chances of an individual to be selected for crossover), 

and recombining two individuals that are very similar will result (in most cases) in 

individuals that are almost identical to both of their parents. 

Examples of crossover operations can be found in Figure 3.7, Figure 4.19, Figure 

4.20, and Figure 5.7. 

2.6.3 Copy Operator 

The copy operator simply propagates an individual unchanged into the next gener-

ation. This operator can be used to guarantee that the fittest individual is always 

propagated into the next generation, thereby ensuring that the highest fitness value 

of the population never decreases between generations. 
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2.6.4 Applying the Genetic Operators 

The following explains how a genetic operator is applied to a parent to produce 

offspring. 

1. A genetic operator is randomly chosen from a table of genetic operators by 

roulette wheel selection [JacOl] (note that this selection scheme can be user-

defined). The probability of a particular operator being chosen is defined by 

the user. 

2. After a genetic operator is chosen, a target expression pattern is then chosen 

from the expression selection template using roulette wheel selection. 

3. The weightings of each expression in the expression selection template deter-

mine the probability of a particular expression to be selected (see Figure 2.8 

for an example). 

4. These user-defined weightings allow one to focus the operator on specific at-

tributes of the solution, such as position or colour. 

5. Once the genetic operator and target expression pattern are chosen, the genetic 

operator is applied to a random sub-expression of the parent's genome that 

matches the target expression pattern. An example of this process is shown in 

Figure 2.9. This creates a new offspring for the next generation. 

2.7 Summary 

In this chapter, a customizable evolutionary design system called Inspirica that is 

capable of evolving solutions from a wide range of different domains without having 
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to restrict the solutions to a particular representation was presented. The main goal 

of Inspirica's design is to allow one to easily apply an evolutionary algorithm to a 

particular problem. To accomplish this in Inspirica, one defines a single APPLICA-

TION NOTEBOOK, which customizes Inspirica's evolution kernel to evolve solutions 

for the particular application. This saves the user from having to worry about the 

details in implementing an evolutionary algorithm. It also provides an organized 

structure from which to enter the necessary components. 

The APPLICATION NOTEBOOK is a user-defined notebook that directs Inspirica 

to evolve within a specific problem domain. The following lists the components that 

a user may customize in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK (note that many of these 

have default settings so the user does not have to define all of them): 

• Expression Generation 

- expression generation template, 

- population size, 

• Genetic Operations 

- expression selection template for each genetic operator, 

- expression selection weightings for each genetic operator, 

- parent selection method, 

- user-defined genetic operators, 

- genetic operator parameters, options, and weightings, 

• Fitness Evaluation 
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- automatic fitness evaluators, 

- stopping condition for automatic fitness evaluations, 

- customized interactive fitness evaluators, 

- parameters for the interactive fitness evaluators such as window sizes, 

layout of windows, window locations, etc., 

- function for combining the automatic and interactive fitness components, 

- commands to display and discard the phenotype viewers, 

- the conversion function that converts a Mathematica genome into an ex-

ternal input file to the phenotype viewer, 

- the clean-up functions that get executed after an evaluation. 

Three of the most common genetic operators used in this thesis include mutation, 

crossover, and copy. Mutation introduces new traits into the population. Crossover 

explores the subspace of the solution space that is defined by existing traits in the 

population. Copy propagates individuals into the next generation unchanged. This 

can be used to propagate favorable traits into future generations. 



Chapter 3 

Automatic Design of Fluid Containers with 

Ins pirica 

3.1 Introduction and Background 

Implicit surface modeling is a computer graphics technique that allows one to create 

a variety of complex models including trains, animals, pianos, seashells, etc. One of 

the biggest advantages of using implicit surfaces is the ease in which one can create 

objects with blended surfaces. Such objects can be created by combining a set of 

skeletal primitives using operations such as blend, union, intersection, difference, and 

spatial warps in a hierarchical structure called the Blob Tree [WGG99, FoxOl]. This 

hierarchical structure allows implicit models to be evolved using genetic program-

ming. 

Genetic programming is an evolutionary algorithm that evolves hierarchical struc-

tures, such as computer programs [Koz92, BNKF98, Ben99, JacOl]. It has been 

applied successfully in a number of different areas, including analog circuit design 

[KIAK99], computer character animation [GH97], robot control [KIAK99], and com-

puter art [Sim91]. 

Systems for evolving engineering designs have been created in the past, how-

ever none have used implicit surfaces. In [Ben96] and [Ben99], Bentley describes 

a sophisticated evolutionary design system that automatically creates generic engi-

38 
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neering designs. These designs are constructed with partitioned blocks, which do not 

readily allow for objects with curved surfaces. However, by using implicit surfaces, 

one can easily generate complex objects with smooth curves. Each object can be 

defined by a hierarchical structure called the BlobTree, which can be considered an 

extended CSG (Constructive Solid Geometry) tree [WGG99]. 

This chapter will present the automatic evolution of implicit surface models us-

ing genetic programming. Specifically, Inspirica will be used to automatically evolve 

Blob Trees to produce fluid containers. This work will demonstrate that an evolu-

tionary algorithm can be effective in automatically exploring implicit surface models 

that serve a particular function. 

Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the tailored components that make up the In-

spirica system for this application. Each of these components is defined in an AP-

PLICATION NOTEBOOK, and will be described in the next section. 

3.2 Evolving BlobTrees 

3.2.1 The Implicit Surface Model (Phenotype) 

The implicit surface models described in this chapter are constructed from combina-

tions of geometric skeletal elements, such as points and lines. Summing the influences 

of n skeletal elements, which together define a scalar field f, generates an implicit 

model. The global potential field f(x, y, z) of an object (the implicit function) may 

be defined as: 

f(x,y,z) = >fj(x,y,z) 

The surface of the object consists of all the points in space whose implicit function 
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Fluid Containers 

Main Evolution Loop 

tIfI 

Expression 
Modification 
Functions 

Expression 
Generation 
Functions 

GP Crossover, 
Delete, Insert, 
Duplicate, and 
Subtree & 

Node Mutation 

Blob Tree 
Template 

Figure 3.1: Overview of the Inspirica system used for evolving Blob Trees. Each box 
in the diagram is a component in the system. These components are defined in the 
APPLICATION NOTEBOOK, except for the components that are part of the Evolvica 
kernel. The arrows indicate the flow of output from one component into another. 

value equals a threshold T. 

E{M(x,y,z) E1E.3,f(x,y,z) =T} 

The above is a summarized definition of implicit surface models from [WGG99] 

where primitives are blended together. These surfaces are visualized using the Blob-

Tree software described in [FoxOl]. 
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Blend so 

/\ 
S. 

Figure 3.2: An example of a Blob Tree and the corresponding implicit model that it 
defines at each node. 

3.2.2 The BlobTree (Genotype) 

A Blob Tree is a hierarchy of primitive, operator, affine transformation, warp, and 

attribute nodes that define an implicit surface model [FoxOl]. Primitive nodes define 

skeletal primitives, which include points and lines. These skeletal elements provide 

sources of field values. Operator nodes define the relationships between the skeletal 

primitives in the implicit model. These relationships include blend, union, intersec-

tion and difference. These nodes are n-ary nodes that combine several field values 

into a single value. For example, the blend node sums the field values of its child 

nodes at a given point in three-space. [WGG99] describes in detail how the various 

operator nodes combine field values. Figure 3.2 provides an example of a Blob Tree 

and the corresponding implicit model that it defines. 

Warp nodes are used to distort the shape of the surface (such as bending, tapering, 

twisting, etc). Attribute nodes specify attributes of the surface (such as material, 

textures, color, etc.). Both warp and attribute nodes are not used in my initial 
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implementation, however they could be used in future implementations to create 

more diverse designs. 

The advantage of using implicit surfaces in evolutionary design is that one can 

easily create complex objects by defining a hierarchy of primitives, transformations 

and operators. This requires considerably fewer parameters to define an object when 

compared with other techniques such as spline patches [FvDFH9O]. As a result, this 

reduces the size of the parameter space in which an evolutionary algorithm must 

search through, and thus makes it easier to find good solutions. 

3.2.3 The Blob Tree Expression Generation Template 

Blob Trees can be easily represented in Inspirica, whereby the hierarchy of the Blob-

Tree is expressed as a nested list of symbolic expressions. Figure 3.3 shows the 

expression generation template used by the Evolvica kernel's expression generation 

functions (Figure 3.1). 

Blend, union, difference and intersection n-ary nodes have the following pattern: 

NodeName [ - ] 

where '...' represents any single expression within the ExprGenPatterns list, and  

represents a sequence of zero or more expressions. 

Transformation nodes have the following pattern: 

NodeName[ VECTOR[ randomReal, randomReal, randomReal], ] 

where randomReal is a non-terminal symbol that generates a random real number 

between 0.0 and 1.0. 
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(* List of possible expressions that can be 

automatically generated *) 

ExprGenPatterns := { 
BLENDNODE [ 
UNIONNODE [ 
INTERSECTIONNODE C 
DIFFERENCENODE C 

TRANSLATIONNODE [VECTOR[ randomReal, 
ROTATIONNODE [VECTOR[ randomReal, 

SCALENODE [VECTOR[ randomReal, 

LINEPRIMITIVE, 

POINTPRIMTIVE 

}; 

randomReal, 

randomReal, 

randomReal, 

randomReal ], 
randomReal J, 
randomReal 1, 

(* Definition of non-terminal symbols that appear in 

ExprGenPatterns *) 

randomReal Random [Real,{O,1}]; 

Figure 3.3: The expression generation template for generating Blob Trees. 
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BLOBTREE C 
DIFFERENCENODE C 

TRANSLATIONNODEC VECTOR[ 1.0, -0.35, 0.0 1, 
ROTATIONNODEC VECTOR[ 0.0, 0.0, 90.0 1, 

LINEPRIMITIVE 

I 
I, 
BLENDNODE [ 

POINTPRIMITIVE, 

TRANSLATIONNODEC VECTOR[ 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 1, 
POINTPRIMITIVE 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Figure 3.4: An example of a Blob Tree as a symbolic expression in Inspirica. This 
Blob Tree corresponds to the one shown in Figure 3.2. 

Primitive nodes, such as points and lines, are simply the terminal symbols: 

LINEPRIMITIVE 

POINTPRIMITIVE 

Figure 3.4 shows an example of a Blob Tree that was generated by the expression 

generation template in Figure 3.3. 

3.2.4 Conversion of Blob Trees in Inspirica to Python Scripts 

Before Blob Trees in Inspirica are evaluated by the external fitness evaluator, they 

are first converted to Python script files (Figure 3.1). Python is an object-oriented 

interpreted programming language, which can be embedded within an application 

written using a different programming language [BroOl]. The Python interpreter is 
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def blobO: 

b = blobTreeBuilder() 

b.beginMultiple( difference() ) 
b.pushO 

b.translate( 1.0, -0.35, 0.0 ) 
b.rotate( 90.0, ( 0, 0, 1 ) ) 
b.insertBlobTree( line() ) 
b.pop() 

b.beginMultiple( blend() ) 
b.push() 

b.insertBlobTree( point() ) 
b.translate( 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 ) 
b.insertBlobTree( point() ) 
b.pop() 

return b 

Figure 3.5: The result of converting the Blob Tree in Figure 3.4 to a Python code 
segment, which is embedded within a Python script that is used by the external 
fitness evaluator to build the Blob Tree that is to be evaluated. 

used by the external fitness evaluator to interpret the Python scripts and apply the 

Blob Tree library to create the implicit surface model. [TWOO] describes extending 

Python to deal with Blob Trees. Figure 3.5 shows an example of a Python script 

segment that was the result of translating the Blob Tree in Figure 3.4. 

3.2.5 Fitness Function 

In this application, the fitness of a container model is based on how well it can catch 

and contain falling particles. The following is a summary of the recursive algorithm 
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for calculating this fitness metric: 

1. The bounding box for the entire model is divided up into an a x b x c voxel 

grid, where a = b = c = 100 in the experiments described in this chapter, but 

can be assigned other values to increase or decrease the grid resolution. 

2. A particle starts from a random location on the top of the bounding box of 

the model, and attempts to find its way to the bottom. However, the implicit 

model hinders the movement of a particle. 

3. A particle moves recursively down one voxel until it is hindered by the model, 

or encounters a voxel that has been classified as fluid-holding. 

4. A hindered particle will attempt to go around the surface or fluid-holding voxel 

by recursively moving in lateral directions (parallel to the xz plane) until it 

can move in a downward direction again. 

5. If a particle is trapped by the surface (i.e., it cannot find a path down without 

first moving upwards) then all voxels that the particle traversed in that lateral 

plane are classified to be fluid-holding voxels. This voxel information is stored 

in an a x b x c byte array. This array is also used by the particle to make sure 

that it does not traverse a voxel that has already been visited, or classified as 

fluid-holding. 

6. A trapped particle will move up one voxel and repeat step 4 until it encounters 

the edge of the bounding box. 
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7. Once a particle reaches an edge of the bounding box, that particle has finished 

its journey, and all unclassified voxels that it traversed are classified as leaky 

voxels. 

8. Another particle is once again randomly dropped from a different location on 

the top of the bounding box. This continues for 50 samples. Note that if 

a particle encounters a voxel that has already been classified as leaky, then 

this has the same effect as encountering the edge of the bounding box (i.e., 

all unclassified voxels it previously visited are classified as leaky, and the next 

sample begins). 

9. Once all the samples have been processed, the fitness value of the model is 

calculated as follows: 

fitness_value = (c * f) + s 

where f is the number of fluid-holding voxels, c is a constant that provides a 

greater weighting for fluid-holding voxels, and s is the number of voxels that 

contain the surface. 

To encourage models to have deep and wide basins instead of just shallow or 

narrow cavities, fluid-holding voxels are weighted c times more than voxels 

containing the surface. In this current implementation, c = 10, which provides 

reasonable results. 

See Figure 3.6 for a simple example of this algorithm in a two-dimensional space. 

This algorithm provides an adequate approximation to a model's capacity to catch 

and contain particles. However, this simple implementation has the disadvantage 
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[] Traversed, but unclassified voxel i:i Surface voxel 
Fluid-holding voxel 

Figure 3.6: An example of a fitness calculation on a 2D object. (a) A particle 
recursively drops until it enters the object, at which point it classifies the voxel as a 
surface voxel and returns to the previous voxel. (b) The particle recursively attempts 
to go around the object. (c) The particle is hindered on the left. (d) The particle is 
hindered on the right, and is trapped as a result. All unclassified voxels on its lateral 
plane are classified as fluid-holding voxels, and the particle returns to the voxel on 
the previous level. (e) The particle is again hindered on the left. (f) The particle 
discovers a path to the bottom of the bounding box, at which point it classifies all 
unclassified voxels as leaky voxels. 
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that particles may miss the surface or holes in the surface. Therefore this algorithm 

is only accurate for models with thick parts. 

Other accuracy-for-speed tradeoffs in this fitness function include the grid resolu-

tion, and the number of particle samples (number of particles dropped). If the grid 

resolution is too coarse then the algorithm may miss small holes in the surface, or 

may miss the surface entirely. However, fine grid resolutions slow down the fitness 

evaluation and increase memory usage. More particle samples increase the chances 

of detecting cavities with small openings that would greatly increase a model's fit-

ness, such as a bottle with a small mouth. However, more samples also increase the 

evolution time by: 

n*t*(p+r*(g-1)) 

where n is the number of additional samples per individual, t is the time for one 

sample, p is the initial population size, r is the number of offspring produced per 

generation, and g is the number of generations in the evolution. 

3.2.6 Genetic Operators 

The genetic operators used in evolving the fluid containers include: 

Node Mutation - A random node in the individual is chosen, and is changed to a 

different node of the same type. In other words, primitive nodes can only be changed 

to other primitive nodes, operator nodes can only be changed to other operator nodes, 

and so on. For example, a BlendMode can be replaced by a UnionNode, but not with 

a LinePrimitive node. 

Subtree Mutation - A random subtree is chosen and replaced by a new randomly 

created subtree. 
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Insertion - A random Blob Tree is inserted into a parent Blob Tree. 

Duplication - A random subtree is chosen from an operator node and duplicated. 

The duplicated subtree is made into the child of a randomly generated affine trans-

formation node. This new subtree is inserted back into the original operator node. 

Deletion - A randomly chosen subtree is removed such that the resulting Blob Tree 

is still valid. 

Crossover - Subtrees from two parents are randomly chosen and swapped to 

produce two new individuals. 

Examples of these genetic operators are shown in Figure 3.7. 

3.3 Results 

Figure 3.8 shows an example of an evolution run of the system, and the best models 

that were produced at particular generations where a relatively large jump in fitness 

was observed. The evolution parameters used to generate the results shown in Figures 

3.9, 3.10, and 3,12 are summarized in Table A.1. The results in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 

were some of the most successful individuals generated by the system. However, not 

every evolution run produced good results. Figure 3.12 shows some of the resulting 

individuals that were evolved with relatively low fitness. 

Figure 3.11 shows the fitness history graph of the bottle-like object in Figure 3.9 

(b). This graph shows that the fitness of the population periodically increases in 

large jumps from periods of little improvement. Large, sudden jumps in fitness at 

particular generations are typical in evolutionary algorithms. These jumps depict 

the discovery of useful features (or building blocks) that provide an individual with 
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Figure 3.7: Examples of OP operators on Blob Trees. Node mutation, subtree muta-
tion, insertion, duplication, and deletion are used to modify the original Blob Tree to 
create a new offspring. Crossover between two parents, on the left of the arrow, pro-
duces two new offspring on the right of the arrow. Bolded nodes represent additions 
or modifications. L and P represent Line and Point primitives respectively. U, D, I, 
B represent Union, Difference, Intersection, and Blend operator nodes respectively. 
R represents a rotation transformation. 
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Figure 3.8: The evolution of a canister over 100 generations. The graph depicts the 
fitness of the best individual for a given generation. (a) The best individual of the 
initial population is a flattened sphere. (b) After 8 generations, the creation of an 
individual with a small cavity on top dramatically increases the maximum fitness in 
the system. (c) After 20 generations, an object with a large hole that leads into an 
internal cavity dominates for 56 generations. (d) After 76 generations, the object is 
slightly improved by making the hole smaller, thereby increasing the capacity of the 
cavity. (e) After 97 generations, an object with a much smaller hole leading into an 
internal cavity is evolved. This dominates for the remainder of the evolution. 
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Figure 3.9: Some results of the evolution. (a) A shoe-shaped pot (30 generations). 
(b) A bottle-like object with a small opening at the top (50 generations). This is the 
fittest model generated so far. Its fitness history is summarized in Figure 3.11. (c) 
A potential vase, however it is a bit shallow (20 generations). (d) A pail-like object 
(76 generations). (e) Two fused bowls (20 generations). (f) A short, round bottle 
with a round dimple around the opening to the cavity inside (50 generations). 
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Figure 3.10: More results from the evolution. (a) A hollowed capsule with a strangely 
shaped hole (20 generations). (b) A pot with a strange handle (400 generations). 
(c) A potential goblet, however it is too shallow (20 generations). (d) A round pot 
(100 generations). (e) A spoon-like object (50 generations). 
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Flinesses History,Gen.50 

Figure 3.11: Fitness history of the bottle-like object in Figure 3.9 (b). This bottle 
was evolved over 50 generations with a population size of 10 individuals. 
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Figure 3.12: Examples of some evolved individuals with relatively low fitness com-
pared to those in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. (a) After 20 generations. (b) After 30 
generations. (c) After 40 generations. (d) After 40 generations; this one would be 
much fitter if it did not have a small hole at its base. These individuals needed to 
be evolved longer to become more fit. 
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a significant advantage that is passed on to future generations during evolution. 

The results show that a variety of unique designs can result from using an evo-

lutionary algorithm to automatically generate implicit surface models. In the next 

chapter, chair-like forms and forms that resemble stereotypical facemasks will be in-

teractively evolved to demonstrate the ability of Inspirica to generate a wide variety 

of different shapes with user guidance. 

3.4 Summary 

The main goal of the research described in this chapter was to show that Inspirica 

could automatically generate a variety of different designs that fulfilled a particular 

function. This was successfully demonstrated through the evolution of Blob Trees 

that produced implicit surface models of fluid container designs. A Blob Tree expres-

sion generation template was presented that allowed the Evolvica kernel to generate 

Blob Tree expressions. These expressions were converted to Python scripts, and fed 

into an automatic fitness evaluator, which determines an approximate measure of a 

model's capacity to catch and contain falling particles. The fitness values generated 

by the evaluator were used by the Evolvica kernel to determine which individuals to 

use as parents to create a subsequent generation. Genetic operators, such as node 

and subtree mutation, duplication, deletion, insertion, and crossover, were applied 

to the chosen individuals to create a new generation, which were again evaluated. 

This evolutionary process resulted in a variety of novel designs. 



Chapter 4 

Evolving BlobArt Chairs and Facemasks with 

Inspirica 

4.1 Introduction 

A BlobArt sculpture is an implicit surface model that is defined by a list of point 

primitives. The BlobArt application of Inspirica will demonstrate that interactive 

evolutionary design can be useful in generating unique shape variations to a par-

ticular design. This system is an instrument for exploring the gamut of interesting 

curved surfaces that can be produced from the blending of implicit surface primitives. 

Inspirica suggests possible permutations of primitives that may produce interesting 

curves, and the user guides the direction of the system by ranking each suggestion. 

Although this application of Inspirica evolves implicit surfaces, a simplified im-

plicit surface representation will be used instead of the Blob Tree that was described 

in Chapter 3. This simplified representation only supports blending between point 

primitives, which can only be translated and scaled. This was done so that one could 

easily support reverse mapping of implicit surface phenotypes back to their corre-

sponding genotypes. Reverse mapping allows users to modify phenotypes during 

interactive evolution, and integrate their altered genotypes back into the population. 

This chapter will first briefly describe BlobArt sculptures and previous work in 

implicit surface modeling, and then explain the details in using Inspirica to evolve 

58 
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these models. These details include the genotypic encoding of the models that al-

low them to be manipulated by the genetic operators, as well as the procedure for 

converting a genotype into a phenotype that the user can evaluate. The application 

of Inspirica in evolving chair-like forms and forms that resemble facemasks will then 

be presented. Specifically, details regarding the initial population, fitness evaluation, 

and genetic operators in evolving both chair and facemask forms will be explained. 

Finally, the results of these applications will be presented and discussed. These re-

suits will demonstrate the steerability of Inspirica, and its ability to preserve desired 

characteristics within a population throughout an evolution run. 

4.2 Background 

A BlobArt sculpture is composed of a series of points that each generate a scalar 

field that smoothly decreases with distance. A surface of constant value within this 

scalar field is then formed. The resulting model resembles soft or deformable objects 

such as those molded by clay or putty. Examples of BlobArt sculptures can be found 

in the results section of this chapter in Figures 4.22, 4.23, and 4.33. 

4.3 Previous Work in Interactive Evolution of Implicit Sur-

faces 

Previous work in interactively evolving implicit surfaces include [BE98] and {Jon99}. 

In these papers, functions of the form f(x, y, z) = 0 that define implicit surfaces are 

bred based on aesthetics. Both of these papers describe the use of a genetic algo-

rithm to explore the complex three-dimensional space of abstract forms produced by 
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implicit surfaces. In addition, these papers emphasize the fact that by using an inter-

active evolutionary approach, a user can intuitively generate complex and interesting 

forms without having to understand any of the technical details that are involved in 

creating these forms. At each iteration of the evolution, users simply select the forms 

that they prefer most. The work presented in this chapter also uses an interactive 

evolutionary approach in producing implicit surface models. However, this chapter 

demonstrates the ability of evolutionary design to generate novel components for less 

abstract forms such as chairs. 

4.4 System Overview 

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the tailored components that make up the Inspirica 

system for this application. Each of these components is defined in an APPLICATION 

NOTEBOOK and will be described in the next sections. 

4.5 BlobArt Genotype 

The encoding (genotype) of every BlobArt sculpture follows the expression generation 

template shown in Figure 4.2. Each BLOBMODEL genotype consists of a dynamic list 

(BLoBLIsT) of BLOBPOINT expressions. Each BLOBPOINT expression consists of a 

COLOUR, SCALE, and POSITION vector expression. The COLOUR vector is a triple that 

encodes the red, green, and blue intensities of a BlobPoint's colour. Each of these 

components can take a floating-point value between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusive. The SCALE 

vector is a triple that encodes the scaling factor (stretching) along the x, y, and z 

axes. Again, each of these components can take a floating-point value between 0.0 
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Chairs 

Connectedness 
Evaluator 

Weighted 
Sum 

Interactive 
Evaluator 

BlobModel To BlobViewer 
Script File Converter 

Main Evolution Loop 

Expression Expression 
Modification Generation 
Functions I Functions 

List 
Mutation & 
Crossover 

BlobModel 
Template 

Figure 4.1: Overview of the Inspirica system used for evolving BlobArt chairs. Each 
box in the diagram is a component in the system. These components are defined 
in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK, except for the user and components that are part 
of the Evolvica kernel. The arrows indicate the flow of output from one component 
into another. 

and 1.0 inclusive. A scale of 1.0 causes no change in size, and values less than 

1.0 reduce a BlobPoint's size along the corresponding axis. A scale value of 0.0 

effectively deletes a BlobPoint, as it will not be visible or influence other neighboring 

BlobPoints. The POSITION vector is a triple that encodes a BlobPoint's Cartesian 

coordinates in three-dimensional space. Again, each of these x, y and z components 

can take a floating-point value between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusive. For an example of a 

BlobArt genotype see Figure 4.4 (a). 
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(* Expression generation template *) 

ExprGenPatterns := { 
BLOBMODEL [BLOBLIST [nodeList]], 

BLOBLIST[nodeList], 

BLOBPOINT[rgbVector, scaleVector, posnVector], 

scaleVector, 

posnVector, 

rgbVe Ct or 

}; 

Definition of non-terminal symbols that 

appear in ExprGenPatterns *) 

scaleVector := SCALE@@ Table [N [Random [Integer, {o,i000}]/i000], 
1311 ; 

posnVector := POSITION Q@ Table [N [Random [Integer, {O,1000}]/i000], 

rgbVector COLDUR@@ Table [N[Random[Integer, {O,1000}]/1000], 

{3}]; 

nodeList := Sequence 00 FlattencTable[ 

BLOBPOINT[rgbVector, scaleVector, posnVector] 

numBlobPoints]; 

numBlobPoints = N[Random[Integer, 1,30]]; 

Figure 4.2: The expression generation template for generating Blob Tree genomes. 

4.6 Conversion of Genotypes to Script Files 

In order to evaluate the fitness of an individual, the individual's genotype must first 

be converted to its phenotype. In this BlobArt application, the genome described 

earlier must be converted to the implicit surface model for the user to rank. To 

accomplish this, the genotype of each individual is translated and output to a Blob-

viewer script file. The syntax of this script file is shown in Figure 4.3. An example 
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of a conversion from an Inspirica BLOBMODEL expression to a Blobviewer script file 

can be seen in Figure 4.4. The script file is then read by an external program called 

the Blobviewer, which displays the phenotype in an OpenGLTM [WNDS99] window 

for the user to inspect and rank. The Blobviewer is described in more detail later 

in Section 4.7. The interactive fitness evaluator used to rank the BlobArt sculptures 

was described in Section 2.3.2. 

C rigibi 

8x1 3y1 8Zj 

P ZiYjZi 

C r2g2b2 
S S 2 s2 812 
P X2Y2Z2 

Figure 4.3: Syntax of the Blobviewer script file. 
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BLOBMODEL [ BLOBLIST 
BLOBPOIIITJ  

,-COLOUR [0.79, 0.92, 0.34],' c 0.79 0.92 0.34 

I SCALE [0.78, 0.67, 0.27], s 078. 0.67 0.27 
p b.OJ -0.23 0.01 

BLOBPOINT [  
1 0LUUR [0.79, 0.37, 0.23] ' c 079 0.37 0-23 
SCALE [0.12, 0.36, 0.75], I  s 0.1O35 
P0SITI0lT[0.35, 0.23, -0.0GJ) , p 0.350.2.-O.06 

BLOBPOIJITJ  ( 
S COLOUR [0.33, 0.59, 0.18], • 0 0 18 

I SCALE [0.50, 0.14, 0.84],  ' —sü 50 014 084 

0:42 0:09 0:34 
]] 

[ 

a) b) 

Figure 4.4: An example of a conversion from a Math ematica BLOBMODEL expression 
(a) to a Rio bviewer script (b). The corresponding phenotype is displayed behind the 
Biobviewer script (b). 
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4.7 The Blobviewer 

The Blobviewer is an OpenGLTM application that reads a script file and generates 

a graphical view of the implicit surface model defined in the script file. This viewer 

is used to inspect the phenotypes of the individuals that are produced by Inspirica. 

The viewer allows the user to zoom, pan, and rotate the three-dimensional model, 

and can also save snapshots of the model to a PPM (Portable Pixel Map) file. The 

implementation of the Blobviewer used in this application was based on the one 

described in [B1o94]. 

As part of this thesis, the Blobviewer was extended from its original implemen-

tation so that it can also be used to modify BlobArt phenotypes. In this extended 

version, one can select BlobPoints and change their positions, scale, or colour (Fig-

ure 4.6). In addition, one can view the BlobPoints as wireframe spheres (Figure 

4.5) to make differentiation between different BlobPoints easier. This allows one to 

make more precise selections, and it prevents one .BlobPoint from totally obscuring 

another. 

'originally implemented for this application by Ryan Schmidt 
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Figure 4.5: A screen shot of the Blobviewer displaying the BlobPoints as vireframe 
spheres. 

Figure 4.6: A screen shot of the Blobviewer showing the actual implicit surface 
generated by the BlobPoints. The model is the same as that shown in Figure 4.5, 
except that the leftmost BlobPoint has been selected (as shown by the wireframe 
cage), scaled vertically, and its position has been changed slightly. 
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4.8 Inspiring Novel Chair-like Forms 

This section will demonstrate, through the evolution of different chair models, the 

ability of Inspirica to generate models that inspire new and novel forms. Several 

manually generated models of a simple chair will be input into Inspirica, and evolved 

into several different chair-like forms. The user of the system has no preconceived 

notion of the final results the system will generate. 

4.8.1 Initial Population 

Figure 4.7 shows the chair used in the initial population. This chair was generated 

by hand, and is composed of a series of BlobPoints (as described earlier in Section 

4.5). The initial population is composed of six identical copies of this chair. 

Figure 4.7: The chair used to compose the initial population. 
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4.8.2 Fitness Criteria 

The fitness of the chairs is evaluated by both interactive and automatic fitness eval-

uators. For the interactive fitness evaluation, the solutions are ranked according to 

how closely they resembled a usable chair, and whether or not they possess a unique 

feature that would make for a novel component for a chair, such as a unique-looking 

leg or back. The user-interface for the interactive fitness evaluation is described in 

Section 2.3.2. For the automatic fitness evaluation, the solutions are ranked accord-

ing to the connectedness of their BlobPoints. The interactive and automatic rankings 

are combined into a single fitness value with a weighted sum equation. 

4.8.3 The Automatic Fitness Component 

Since the automatic fitness evaluator may be run immediately before (or after) any 

interactive evaluation, the automated evaluator should be fast enough so as not to 

cause frustration for a user who is waiting for it to finish evaluating before he or she 

can perform the next interactive evaluation. It is not necessary for this automatic 

fitness evaluator to perfectly evaluate each BlobModel for its connectedness. In fact, 

determining whether an arbitrary implicit surface model is connected or not is non-

trivial in general.' However, the automatic fitness function should encourage the 

evolution to produce connected models. In other words, if the evolution were run 

solely with this fitness function, the resulting BlobModels would eventually converge 

to a connected model, where all BlobPoints are blended into a single group. 

The automatic fitness function in the chair evolution application uses the genome 

to construct a three-dimensional model that approximates the implicit volumes in 

2From a personal communication with Dr. Brian Wyvill. 
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Figure 4.8: An example of a cuboid (right) representation of a BlobModel (left). The 
genome for this BlobModel is shown in Figure 4.9. 

the phenotype. This rough model is composed of a series of cuboids. Each cuboid 

represents a BlobPoint in the genome. The cuboids are scaled and positioned in 

three-dimensional space in the same manner as their corresponding BlobPoints. Fig-

ure 4.8 shows an example of such a cuboid model. The reason for using an ap-

proximate model instead of the actual implicit surface model is to make calculations 

simpler and faster. 

The fitness function returns a value to represent the connectedness of a BlobModel 

by first determining which BlobPoints are connected. It does this by performing a 

constant time intersection test [FvDFH9O] on each cuboid with every other cuboid in 

the model. This takes 0(w2) time, where w is the number of cuboids. If two cuboids 

intersect, then their corresponding BlobPoints are grouped as a single BlobGroup 

(group of connected BlobPoints). These intersection tests produce a list of Blob-

Groups, where every BlobPoint in a BlobGroup is connected to at least one other 

BlobPoint in the same BlobGroup, and no BlobPoint in one BlobGroup connects 

with another BlobPoint in another BlobGroup. 

The centroid of each Blob Group is then computed by averaging the (x, y, z) po-

sitions of all BlobPoints in the BlobGroup. Similarly, the global centroid of the 
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BLOBMODEL [ BLOBLIST [ 
BLOBPOINT [ 

COLOUR E 1.00, 0.00, 0.00], 

SCALE [ 0.51, 0.85, 0.48], 

POSITION [-0.12, -0.20, 0.01] 
BLOBPOINT [ 

COLOUR [ 0.00, 1.00, 0.00], 
SCALE [ 1.13, 0.36, 0.49], 

POSITION [ 1.06, 0.34, -0.00] 
BLOBPOINT [ 

COLOUR i: 0.00, 0.00, 1.00], 

SCALE [ 0.50, 0.50, 0.50], 
POSITION [ 0.30, 0.36, -0.00] 

BLOBPOINT C 
COLOUR C 0.66, 0.31, 0.07], 

SCALE [ 0.50, 0.50, 0.50], 
POSITION C 0.60, -0.30, -0.08] 

11 

Figure 4.9: The genotype for the BlobModel shown in Figure 4.8. 
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entire BlobModel is determined by averaging the positions of all the BlobPoints in 

the BlobModel. The squared distance of each BlobGroup's centroid to the global 

centroid is weighted by the number of BlobPoints in the corresponding Blob Group 

divided by the total number of BlobPoints in. the entire BlobModel. These weighted 

squared distance values are summed to produce the fitness value for the BlobModel. 

Fit BlobModels will have a small fitness value. Overall, this fitness function takes 

0(w2) time to calculate, and is described formally in Figure 4.10. 

This fitness function promotes the formation of a few BlobGroups containing 

many BlobPoints instead of many BlobGroups containing only a few BlobPoints. It 

also promotes BlobGroups to be closer to one another. This is illustrated in Figure 

4.11 where a set of unconnected BlobPoints, that were initially manually placed to 

form the outline of a cube, evolved into a connected BlobModel. 

Squaring the distance between the global centroid and the centroid of a Blob-

Group promotes the evolution of close clustering of BlobGroups because it penalizes 

BlobModels that contain BlobGroups that are far away from the global centroid. 

This increases the likelihood that disconnected BlobGroups will connect when mu-

tated in future generations. However, since the stochastic mutation operations do 

not directly use this centroid information in mutating models, the BlobModels are 

unlikely to form coincident centers. 

Inaccuracies of the Automatic Fitness Evaluator For Connectedness 

This fitness function is not perfect because the cuboid model is a very rough ap-

proximation of the actual implicit surface model. There are many cases where the 

test for connectedness will mistakenly report both false-positive and false-negative 
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Let P = {pl,p2,p3, ,p} be the set of all BlobPoints in the BlobModel. 

Let O = (G1) ..., G, ..., G) be a partition of P such that every Pk E Gi is 
connected to at least 
one other Pm € Gi and Pk is not connected to any i 
where k 0 m, and Gi is the ith partition (Blob Group) in O. 

Let 

]Gil 
ii = 

FGjI j=1 

2= 

where  7j is the centroid of the i' partition (Blob Group) in O, 
Gj(j) is the (x, y, z) position of the j1h BlobPoint in G, 
M is the centroid of the entire BlobModel, 
Pr is the (x, y, z) position of the rth BlobPoirit in P, 
f is the fitness value of the BlobModel. 

Figure 4.10: The formal definition of the fitness function used to automatically 
calculate an approximate measure of connectivity in a BlobModel. 
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Gen. 10 

9 9, 

Gen. 15 

Gen. 20 

Figure 4.11: The evolution of a set of disconnected BlobPoints to a connected Blob-
Model using only an automatic fitness evaluator. Only the best of the six individuals 
from each of the 20 generations are shown. 
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results. 

An example of a false-positive case, where the test for connectedness will mistak-

enly report that two BlobPoints connect when in fact they do not, is demonstrated 

in Figure 4.12. In this example, the corners of the cuboids intersect, but the iso-

surface generated by their corresponding BlobPoints' scalar fields do not connect. 

This causes the connectedness test to erroneously report that the two BlobPoints 

connect when in fact they do not. 

Cuboid 

Intersection of the cuboids, 
but not the iso-surfaces. 

Figure 4.12: An example of a false-positive determination that two BlobPoints con-
nect. Here, the two cuboids intersect, however the actual iso-surface generated by 
the two BlobPoints do not connect. 

An instance of a false-negative case where the test for connectedness mistakenly 

reports that two BlobPoints do not connect when in fact they do, is shown in Figure 

4.13. In this example, the iso-surfaces that are outside of the corresponding cuboids 

of two BlobPoints overlap. Since the cuboids do not intersect, the fitness function 

erroneously assumes that the two BlobPoints do not connect when in fact they do. 
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This is a problem when one wants to evolve BlobModels where the BlobPoints just 

slightly touch. 

Cuboid 

Intersection of 
the iso-surfaces, 
but not the cuboids. 

Figure 4.13: An example of a false-negative determination that two BlobPoints do 
not connect. Here, the two cuboids do not intersect, however the actual iso-surfaces 
generated by the two BlobPoints do connect. 

In addition, the effect of overlapping fields is not taken into consideration. For 

example in Figure 4.14, two BlobPoints coincide, their combined field values create an 

iso-surface that surrounds a larger volume. This increase in volume may cause these 

two BlobPoints to blend with other BlobPoints. However, since the corresponding 

cuboids do not increase in volume when they coincide, they would not intersect these 

other BlobPoints' cuboids. 

Another problem with the fitness function is that it encourages BlobPoints to 

cluster into a single point, which may not be desired. To offset the effects of this, 

one can manually place a higher weighting on the interactive fitness evaluator, and 
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Figure 4.14: An example of a false-negative determination that BlobPoints do not 
connect due to the increase in scalar field values from two coincident BlobPoints 
located at (x, y, z). In (a) the function would correctly determine that the BlobPoint 
at (x, y, z) does not connect with the BlobPoint at (x, y - a, z) because their corre-
sponding cuboids do not intersect. In (b), two BlobPoints share the same location 
at (x, y, z), and thus together creates an iso-surface that surrounds a larger volume 
of space. However, the corresponding cuboids of these two points simply overlap and 
do not increase in size. As a result, the function would incorrectly determine that 
the BlobPoints at (x, y, z) do not connect with the BlobPoint at (x, y - a, z). 

reduce the magnitude of change that mutation operators cause on vectors once the 

BlobPoints converge close enough to one another. 

An additional problem with the fitness function is that the centroid of a Blob-

Group does not take into consideration the shape or orientation of the Blob Group. 

For example, two perpendicular line segments of BlobPoints that almost touch at the 

ends (Figure 4.15) would have a poorer fitness value than they should, because the 
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/ 

Figure 4.15: An example of the inefficiencies of evolving BlobPoints toward a global 
centroid. The global centroid of the BlobPoints is shown by the 'X'. BlobPoints 
are evolved toward the 'X' (as shown by the grey dashed arrows) until the entire 
model is connected. However, it would be more efficient for just the bottom right 
BlobPoints to connect (as shown by the solid black arrows), which would result in 
the connection of all the BlobPoints. 

distance between these two Blob Groups is calculated from the center of the lines in-

stead of the distance between the two closest BlobPoints. It is also possible that the 

centroids of two disconnected BlobGroups could coincide with the global centroid, 

thus erroneously producing a perfect fitness value. Figure 4.16 shows an example of 

such a case. 

Despite the many inaccuracies of the fitness function, most models evolved with 

this fitness function eventually become connected, as demonstrated in Figure 4.11. 

This illustrates the forgiving nature of evolutionary algorithms. 
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b) 

Figure 4.16: (a) Shows a BlobGroup and an 'X' marking it's centroid. (b) Shows 
two Blob Groups orientated such that their centroids both coincide with the global 
centroid (all marked by the 'X'). 

4.8.4 Combining Interactive and Automatic Fitness Evaluation Compo-

nents 

In the evolution of chair-like forms, a simple weighted sum technique is used to 

combine the automatic and interactive fitness values (Figure 4.17). This technique 

is widely popular due to its simplicity, and was effective in this particular application. 

The equation in Figure 4.17 normalizes the automatic and interactive fitness values 

so that they have a common range of [0, 1], which equalizes their influence. Each 

of these normalized values are then weighted by a user-defined constant between 0 

and 1 inclusive, such that the sum of these weighted, normalized values equal 1. 

The user-defined weights allow the user to designate the importance of each fitness 

criteria. The result of this equation then becomes the single fitness value for the 

model. 

Being able to reduce the weighting on the automatic fitness evaluator (Wa) has 

the advantage that for very noisy automatic evaluators, one can give the interactive 
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autoFitVal interactiveFitVal  
combinedFitnessValue = Wa maxAutoFitVal + (1 - Wa) maxlnteractiveFitVal 

where autoFitVal is the value returned by the automatic fitness evaluator, 
w, E [0, 1] is a user-defined constant that determines the weight of the 

automatic fitness evaluator (autoFitVal), 
maxAutoFitVal is the maximum value for autoFitVal, 
interactiveFitVal is the value returned by the interactive fitness evaluator, 
maxlnteractiveFitVal is the maximum value for interactiveFitVal, 
combinedFitnessValue is the fitness value of the individual. 

Figure 4.17: The weighted-sum equation used to combine the automatic and inter-
active fitness components in the BlobArt sculpture application. 

fitness component greater weight to reduce the effect of the noise. The advantage 

of this in evolution is that one does not need perfect (noise free) automatic fitness 

evaluators, which may be slow. Instead, one can use approximating evaluators, which 

will usually be much faster. 

The weighting can be changed during evolution. This allows the user to make the 

fitness evaluation more or less automated during evolution. When the users want 

to increase their control after the system has automatically evolved the solutions 

close to what they want, they can simply increase the weighting on the interactive 

component. The interactive evaluator allows the user to fine-tune the solution, or 

take the evolution in a direction that an automatic fitness evaluator could not. 

Another feature of Inspirica is that one can automatically evolve using only the 

automatic evaluation (Wa = 1.0) for a certain number of generations, or until a 

certain fitness level is reached. Thereafter, the user can lower Wa to evolve using the 

interactive fitness evaluation. 
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4.8.5 Mutations and Crossovers 

Mutations are performed on BlobArt sculptures by randomly selecting n BLOBPOINTs 

in the genotype and randomly choosing SCALE, COLOUR, or POSITION vectors in the 

chosen BLOBPOINTs. A random vector is then added to these selected vectors. This 

random vector is generated according to a Gaussian distribution around a user-

specified mean. The sign of this increment is chosen randomly with equal probability 

of being positive or negative. The number of BLOBPOINTs chosen for mutation, n, 

is also generated according to a Gaussian distribution around a user-specified mean. 

Figure 4.18 shows an example of a mutation on the scale vector of three BLOBPOINTs 

in a BLOBMODEL. The mutated BLOBPOINTs are shown in a wireframe cage. 

Crossovers are performed on BlobArt sculptures by first randomly choosing two 

individuals from the population. The probability of an individual being chosen is pro-

portional to its fitness (fitness proportionate selection [JacOl]). A random BLOBPOINT 

is picked in the BLOBLIST of each of the chosen individuals, and the two individuals 

then swap BLOBLIST segments at those BLOBPOINT sites. Figure 4.19 shows an ex-

ample of a crossover on a pair of BLOBMODELs, and Figure 4.20 shows the change in 

the corresponding phenotype. In addition to recombining traits, one of the effects of 

crossover on BlobArt sculptures is that they may increase or decrease the number of 

BlobPoints in a BlobModel. 

The ancestry of the third individual in the eighth generation (Gen. 8.3) of a 

chair evolution session is shown in Figure 4.21. This figure illustrates the effects that 

the genetic operators have on an individual throughout an evolution run. This back 

trace was created by iteratively displaying the phenotype of each subsequent parent 
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BWB2IThEL( 8L0BXST C 

DLOBPDXN1 C 
cO2OURCO.84. 0.39. 0.18], 

ISOLE(1..8, 0 .30, 1. 8],   
)AFO.LIJJJLILU.U, 0.0, U. J, 

C 
QL01JUEO.81, 0.26, 0.08], 
SLE[O.2O, 1.0, 0.20], 
POSrIONC0.51, -0.52, 0.523, 

BLOBPNr C 
cULOIJRCO.88, 0.45, 0.09], 
Sc1,EE0.20, ]..0, 0.20], 
POSITIDNCO.51, -0.52, -0.51], 

BLOBPOINC C 
cXLO1JR[0.65. 0.30. 0.14], 

1.0, 0.20], 
LA.UJ1L'U.bJ., —0.52, 0.613, 

BL01WOXr C 
c0L0URCl.0, 0.46, 0.22], 
SCAMEO.20, 1.0, 0.20], 
1'OSITIONC-0.51, -0.52, -0.51], 

EL0B2OX72 I 
LOtflt!0.75. 0.62, 0.06] 

I6c3IC0.20, 2.0, 2.03,   
'x'osrrxoic=oio, ..u, u.01 

3] 

BLOm053LC BLOBLXST C 
BLo8poTrE 

a1L0UR[0.84. 0.39. 0.18], 

P'jscnLEtl.O, 0.25, 1.03,1 
' tESj.L.W1MLU.U, 0.0, u.0i], 

BL0BPOINC 
L01RC0.81, 0.26, 0.08], 
flLEC0.20, 1.0, 0.20], 

POSrrXONCO.51, -0.52, 0.51], 
BL0BP0ICt 

coLovRto.08, 0.45, 0.09], 
scflLsCo.20, 1.0, 0.20], 
POS1'rIONEO.51, -0.52, -0.51], 

BL0BP0XNC 
cOLmJRr0.65. 0.30. 0.14], 

0.94, 0.36:, 
1UZ4L0.., -0.52, 0.51]], 

BLO3PXN1C 
cOL0iJR(1.0, 0.46, 0.22], 
5tLEC0.20, 1.0, 0.20], 
1'OSITIONC-0.51, -0.52, -0.523, 

BL0flPNC 
Lmmr0.'5. 0.6 . 0.06], 

'fsc1uEIo.33, 1.0, 1.0], 
FinoxxiMA-u.70, ...o, o.0] 

3] 

Figure 4.18: An example of a mutation on the scale vector of three BLOBPOINTs in a 
BLOBMODEL. The mutated BLOBPOINTs are surrounded in a wireframe cage. 

that ultimately lead to the creation of the third individual in the eighth generation. 

This diagram also shows the genetic operators that were applied to each parent. 
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Bwm4JDoL[ BLOFLIST C 

BUIBPOINT( 
comuR C 0.79, 0.92, 0.31], 
SCALE C 0.06, 0.43, 0.49], 

POSITION[ -0-07, -0.1k, -0.03]), 
BL8BTh'r( 

LOUR (0.79, 0.51, 0.23], 

TALE (0.12, 0.70, 0.45], 

BLOBPOIN'T( 
L8UR (0.33, 0.59, 0.181, 

SCALE (0.35, 0.29, 0.56), 

POSITI09(0.31, 0.18, 0.241] 

a) 

BLOBIIIIJEL( BLOBLIST 

BLOBPOThT[ 
coLOUR C 0.79, 0.92, 0.34], 

SCALE C 0.06, 0.43, 0.491, 
POSITION(-0.01, -0.16, -0.031] 

BLoBpom'r( 

coLOUR (0.19, 0.37, 0.231, 
SCALE (0.12, 0.70, 0.451, 
1U1&LU.nutn_as  0 '%  ftJL'lJ.) 

BLOBPOThT( 
(DLOUR CO. 33, 0,59, 0.1.0), 

SCALE (0.50, 0,14, 0.94], 
POSITXON(0.42, 0.09, 0.3411 

C) 

BLOBSOIIIEL( BLOBLIST C 

BL8BPOflT( 
COLOUR CO. 79, 0.92, 0.34), 
SCALE (0,70, 0.67, 0.21), 
POSITIONCO. 01, -0.23, 0.01)1, 

BLOBPODJT( 

X7IA7UR (0,79, 0.37, 0.23], 

SCALE (0.12, 036, 0.151, 

BLOBPODT[ 
1L8UR (0,33, 
SCALE (0.50, 

POSITIOl(0. 42, 

0.59, 0.181, 
0.14, 0.94), 

0.09, 0.341] 

b) 

BLOB17DEL( BLCBLIST C 

BLOBPOINT( 
IXIL6IUR (0.79, 092, 0.34], 

SCALE ED. 78, 0.67, 0.27), 
POSITION(0.01, -0.23, 0.01]], 

EIflBPOINT( 

coLOUR (0.79, 0.37, 0.23], 
SCALE (0.12, 0.36, 0.75], 

SITI(ThX(IL.3L0_2.i,._.rfl..J763 

BLOBPOINTC 
€XILOIJR 10. 33, 0.59, 0.18], 
SCALE (0,35, 0.29, 0.56], 
POSITION(0.31, 0.18, 0.24]] 

d) 

Figure 4.19: An example of a crossover on two BlobArt genotypes. (a) and (b) are 
the parents, which exchange a BLOBPOINT (highlighted by the boxes) to produce (c) 
and (d). The corresponding phenotypes are shown in Figure 4.20. 

Figure 4.20: An example of a crossover on two BlobArt phenotypes. (a) and (b) are 
the parents, which exchange a BlobPoint (shown in the dashed circles) to produce 
(c) and (d). The corresponding genotypes are shown in Figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.21: The trace-back through the evolution of the third individual in the 
eighth generation (Gen. 8.3) of a chair evolution session. 
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4.8.6 Results 

While using the system, I was impressed by the variety of different curved surfaces 

that one could produce by just blending skeletal point primitives. 

Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show some of the results that were generated by Inspirica. 

The evolution parameters used to generate the results described in this section are 

summarized in Table A.2. In most experiments, only the POSITION and SCALE vectors 

of a BiobModel were mutated and recombined because it was found that mutating 

the COLOUR vector did not add any interesting effects to the results. 

If the BiobModeis in Figure 4.22 were physically realized, then the resulting ob-

jects could probably function as chairs. In contrast, BiobModel (b), (d), (h), and (i) 

in Figure 4.23 would not be considered functional or viable chairs because they would 

tip over if someone were to attempt to sit on them. However, these Rio bModeis do 

contain novel features that could be used in the creation of a functional chair. For 

example in Figure 4.23, BlobModel (d) has a usable backrest, and BiobModel (h) has 

some novel legs. 

The reason why not all the forms generated by Inspirica are viable chairs is due 

to the fact that the fitness criteria do not contain enough constraints for perfectly 

viable three-dimensional chair models to be produced. By having fewer constraints, a 

greater variety of forms are available for exploration. Some of these forms may inspire 

radically new designs that otherwise may have been filtered out by the constraints. 

In this chair-like form exploration application of Inspirica, a human designer 

can look at several evolved Rio bModels and pick out features that could be used 

in a stereotypical chair (e.g., legs, back, seat, arms, etc.). The designer can then 
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manually recombine and/or adjust the models to produce novel functional chairs, 

as demonstrated in Figures 4.24, 4.25, and 4.26. The system suggests different 

characteristics (e.g., three legs, wide seat, tall back, etc.) that the user may not have 

imagined. Figure 4.24 shows that one can take parts from several non-functioning 

chair forms to create a novel chair form that could be functional. The resulting 

BlobModels demonstrate that Inspirica can successfully be used to inspire unique 

functional forms. 

One advantage of not solely relying on automatic fitness evaluations is that the 

system does not throw out forms because an overlooked fitness criterion was not 

included in the beginning of the evolution. For example, the BlobModel (i) in Figure 

4.23 would have been thrown out as something that would tip over, but a human 

user seeing this design would realize that this is not necessarily the case if the legs 

were bolted to the ground. 

By interacting with the system, the system can guide a user through a gamut 

of different forms that the user may not have considered. However, such a journey 

through a form space should not be just a pure random walk. The system should be 

steerable by the user, and take into consideration user preferences when presenting 

the next set of form suggestions. The following sections will describe and demonstrate 

the steering abilities of Inspirica. 
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Figure 4.22: Results from the chair evolution. 



a) 

d) 

g) 
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b) 

e) 

h) 

c) 

f) 

I) 

Figure 4.23: More results from the chair evolution. Some of these BlobModels (b, d, 
h, i) would not function as a chair if physically realized, but each contains a novel 
feature that could be used in the creation of a functional chair. 
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Figure 4.24: These chair forms on the bottom are a composition of different parts 
(indicated by the dotted circles) from the purely evolved, non-functional chair forms 
above. 
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Figure 4.25: The chair form on the bottom is a composition of different parts (indi-
cated by the dotted circles) from the purely evolved chair forms above it. 

Figure 4.26: The non-functional chair form at the top was generated by Inspirica. 
This BlobModel was manually modified by adding and rearranging the legs to produce 
two functional chair forms. 
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4.9 Evolution of a Facemask From a Ring of BlobPoints 

One feature that makes Inspirica more than just a random design generator is its 

ability for the user to direct the evolution. Another feature is its ability to pre-

serve solution characteristics throughout an evolutionary run. These features will be 

demonstrated by evolving a ring of BLOBPOINTs into a facemask. 

This section will demonstrate the steerability of the Inspirica system, and its 

capability to preserve characteristics throughout an evolutionary run. This demon-

stration will evolve a ring of BlobPoints into a form that resembles a facemask. 

Specifically, the goal of this evolution was to evolve a ]3lobModel mask with two 

eyes that are fairly level with one another, a mouthpart, and perhaps a nose part. 

Eventually the system was able to find several varieties of such designs. 

Figure 4.27 shows an overview of the tailored components that make up the 

Inspirica system for this application. The fitness and genetic operator components 

will be described in the next subsections. All other components, which were common 

to the evolution of chairs, were described earlier. 

4.9.1 Initial Population 

The initial population in the facemask evolution consisted of individuals composed 

of a series of BlobPoints arranged in a ring (Figure 4.28). The colour components 

of the BlobPoints were random within a range of 0.1 and 1.0 for each of the red, 

green, and blue colour components. This was done to help distinguish between the 

individual BlobPoints in the ring. The scale components of the points were random 

within a range of 0.1 and 1.0 for each of the x, y, and z scale components. The 
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Figure 4.27: Overview of the Inspirica system used for evolving BlobArt facemasks. 
Each box in the diagram is a component in the system. These components are 
defined in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK, except for the user and components that 
are part of the Evolvica kernel. The arrows indicate the flow of output from one 
component into another. 

positions of the points were randomly chosen such that they laid somewhere on the 

circle on the zy plane that was centered on the point (0,0,0) with a radius of 3.0. 

4.9.2 Fitness Criteria 

The fitness of the BlobModels in the facemask evolution was determined entirely 

with the interactive evaluator. No automatic fitness evaluators were used so that 

the control of the interactive evaluator in evolution could be better demonstrated. 
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Figure 4.28: The initial population in the evolution of facemasks. 

When this evolution experiment first started, the user did not try to evolve the rings 

toward any particular form. The user merely allowed the system to suggest some 

interesting directions by evolving a few generations where the fitness values for all the 

individuals were assigned the same value. This caused the system to randomly choose 

parents with a uniform distribution. When a BlobModel that vaguely resembled a 

facemask appeared, the user interjected and steered the evolution to add two eyes, 

a nose, and a mouth to these models. As Figure 4.29 demonstrates, this steering 

was done by assigning high fitness values to the BlobModels that had evolved to 

closely resemble a reasonable mask, and low fitness values to those that did not 

possess the desired characteristics (e.g., disconnected masks, no eyes, only one eye, 

eyes not level, etc.). The BlobModels with low fitness values were quickly replaced 

by offspring spawned by fitter individuals. Some of these offspring contained new 

desirable features that allowed them to dominate future populations. The possible 

fitness value of an individual ranged between 1 and 10. 

Figure 4.30 demonstrates the steering of Inspirica to evolve a facemask. In con-
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trast, in Figure 4.31 the evolution experiment was re-run from the same initial pop-

ulation, except that the evolution was steered toward producing non-facemasks. 

a) 

Ranking: 2 

b) 

9 

C) 

5 

Figure 4.29: An example of a fitness ranking based on how closely an individual 
resembles a facemask compared to its peers. Phenotype (b) receives the highest 
ranking because its two distinguished eyes and slight nose make it look more like a 
facemask than (a) or (c). Phenotype (c) has not changed much from the original 
rings, so it receives an average ranking. Phenotype (a) receives the lowest ranking 
because it is a broken ring, which makes it look less like a head than the ones on the 
right. 
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Figure 4.30: Preservation of facemask features such as eyeholes, nose and mouth. 
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Generation 12 

Generation 13 
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Figure 4.31: The evolution of a ring of BlobPoints toward a solid disc. This demon-
strates that one can steer the evolution toward a non-facemask model. This evolution 
started with the same initial population (Generation 4) as the example in Figure 4.30, 
however the individuals were ranked differently in subsequent generations. 
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4.9.3 Mutations 

The mutation operator was customized for this application by limiting it to y scale 

mutations only. Restricting mutations to only y scale components does not trivialize 

the resulting models. Instead, it restricts the search space to focus the exploration 

on what the user wants to consider. For example, a pottery wheel constrains the 

objects it produces to the domain of objects created with rotational sweeps. One 

would not create cuboid shapes with a pottery wheel. Likewise, adjusting Inspirica's 

genetic operator parameters and specializing their effects creates specialized tools 

that more efficiently and effectively explore the solution space. 

4.9.4 Crossovers 

Crossovers were performed in the same manner as they were done in the evolution 

of chair forms (Section 4.8.5). In this application however, crossovers did not have 

much impact on the evolved models. The only noticeable effect was a reduction 

in the number of BlobPoints in some of the offspring. The offspring that gained 

BlobPoints did not change much in their shape and form because, since one is only 

mutating the y scale, many of the inherited BlobPoints coincided with the existing 

BlobPoints in the BlobModel. The resulting change in the phenotype was not very 

noticeable. 

4.9.5 Results 

The best individual after 30 generations is shown in Figure 4.32. This individual has 

two holes for eyes, a ridge for a nose, and another ridge for a mouth. Its evolution 

history is shown in Figure 4.30, which illustrates how the facial features, once dis-
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covered, were preserved throughout the evolution while new features emerged. The 

ability to preserve such obscure characteristics that cannot easily be described for-

mally is one of the advantages of using evolutionary algorithms. Figure 4.33 shows 

other eerie facemask forms that were generated by Inspirica. The evolution param-

eters used to generate the results described in this section are summarized in Table 

A.3. 

As was done in the evolutionary design of chair forms, one can take features from 

a BlobModel that does not quite resemble a complete facemask and create a novel 

facemask form from them. An example of such a construction is shown in Figure 

4.34. 

The results demonstrate that Inspirica gives the user some steerability in the 

evolution. This steering is possible through the interactive fitness evaluator. By 

assigning a high fitness value to desirable forms and low fitness to undesirable forms, 

Inspirica is more likely to choose desirable forms as parents to the next generation's 

offspring. This has the effect of centering the search on these desirable forms. When-

ever Inspirica discovers a better form, this individual is given a high fitness value, 

and the search is then centered on this individual. By assigning low fitness values 

to undesirable forms, one moves the search away from these models. However, there 

are times when Inspirica goes through several generations, and fails to find better 

forms. When this occurs, the user can change the mutation parameters to make 

more radical changes, such as a larger step size, in an attempt to get out of this local 

minimum and search other parts of the solution space. 

The copy genetic operator makes the preservation of key features possible. This 

operator propagates the fittest individual into the next generation unchanged. There-
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fore, as long as the user assigns the highest fitness to the individual that possesses 

key features, these features will always survive between generations. If there are two 

individuals with characteristics that one wishes to preserve, then one can modify 

the genetic operator selections so that it performs two copy selections instead of just 

one. Alternatively, one can also import individuals from past generations, or from 

other evolution runs, into a current generation. 

Progress is made when offspring that have been altered from their parents are 

created in such a way that they inherit the desired characteristics from their parents, 

and also possess new desired characteristics. It is not guaranteed that one can 

make such progress while preserving existing characteristics. Such a case may arise 

when one is searching for a very specific characteristic to be combined with existing 

characteristics. For example, it would be very difficult for Inspirica to evolve a set 

of randomly generated BlobPoints into a perfect cube. One may be able to get some 

features of a cube, such as one or two straight edges, but to get the entire cube may 

require hundreds or thousands of generations, which is impractical for interactive 

fitness evaluations. For such a problem, a purely automatic fitness evaluator would 

be more effective (as discussed in Section 4.8.3). 

When this experiment was first run with an initial population of BlobPoint rings, 

it was not expected that these rings would evolve into forms resembling facemasks. 

It was a combination of suggestions from Inspirica and the steering by the user, 

through the interactive fitness evaluator, that allowed for the facemasks to emerge. 

This demonstrates In.spirica's ability to inspire forms that a human may not have 

initially conceived. 
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Figure 4.32: The front, side, top, and angle view of one of the best individual after 
30 generations. Part of its evolution is shown in Figure 4.30. 
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Figure 4.33: Some of the masks generated by the system. 

a) b ) 

Figure 4.34: Mask (a) was produced by Inspirica. The right half of this mask was 
manually extracted duplicated, and reflected to produce mask (b). 
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4.10 Summary 

In this application of Inspirica, implicit surface models, encoded as dynamic lists 

of BLOBPDINTs, were interactively and automatically evolved. The phenotypes were 

displayed with an external program called the Blobviewer, which also facilitated ma-

nipulation of BLOBMODELs. The main goal of this chapter was to show that Inspirica 

is a useful tool for inspiring new and novel forms. The chair evolution experiments 

demonstrated that even though some of the novel forms produced by Inspirica may 

not be functional when physically realized, a user could still pick out novel features 

from each form. These features could then be manually incorporated into a more 

functional form, and thereby creating a functional form with novel features. 

The steerability of Inspirica was demonstrated in the evolution of forms that 

resemble facemasks. In that experiment, a facemask was evolved from a ring of 

BlobPoints. The user controlled which features propagated through the evolution by 

ranking models with desired features higher than those that did not. This demon-

strated that an interactive fitness measure could be effective in steering models to 

incorporate desired features. In addition to driving the system to incorporate newly 

discovered features, Inspirica also demonstrated the ability to preserve characteristic 

features such as facial features. This was again accomplished through the interac-

tive fitness evaluation. Although it was shown that Inspirica could preserve general 

characteristics of an individual throughout an evolution run, it does not guarantee 

that further improvements could be made while those characteristics are preserved.3 

Incorporating an automatic fitness evaluator with the interactive evaluations 

'One could also use an encapsulation operator [JacOl] to preserve characteristics, but this was 
not explored in this thesis. 
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eased the burden of evaluating the models, and freed the user to focus more on 

qualities, such as aesthetics, that are difficult to evaluate automatically. The ex-

ample shown in this section was to automatically measure the connectedness of a 

BlobModel. This measure of connectedness was not perfect, but was still successful 

in producing connected models without noticeably slowing down the interactive eval-

uations. The automatic and interactive fitness values were combined into a single 

value using a weighted sum technique. 

The steerability of Inspirica is limited because it was not designed to be a precise 

modeling tool, such as a CAD program. Instead, the stochastic quality of Inspirica 

allows the system to provide new suggestions, which the user can choose to propagate 

or abandon with the interactive fitness evaluator. This tool is in-between the two 

extremes of being a precise modeling tool and a random generator. Inspirica is a 

useful tool for exploring a solution domain when one has only a vague idea of what 

one is seeking. 



Chapter 5 

The Discovery of Swarm Behaviours with 

Ins pirica 

5.1 Introduction and Background 

Inspired by the emergent, complex problem-solving abilities of social insect colonies, 

swarm intelligence systems are stochastic, distributed, flexible, adaptive, and robust 

problem-solving devices that self-organize to solve problems. These systems rely 

on emergent global behaviour from relatively simple localized interactions among 

individual agents and their environment. This global behavior is often difficult to 

predict from the local rules [BDT99]. 

Often, when the complex behaviour of swarm intelligent systems is visualized, 

they result in stunning visual effects that give the illusion of centralized coordina-

tion. This was demonstrated in Craig Reynolds's 'Boids' simulation where flocks of 

virtual agents, each following simple rules, produced flocking, schooling, and herding 

behaviour similar to that found in nature [Rey91]. 

Evolutionary design can be a useful tool in the exploration of swarm systems. 

In [BDT99], evolutionary design was applied to the creation of interesting self-

assembling structures modeled after wasp nest construction. This demonstrated 

that evolutionary design is a promising technique to explore patterns produced by 

self-assembling models and other swarm systems. 

106 
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This chapter presents an application of Inspirica where a variety of dynamic 

swarm behaviour patterns are interactively evolved. This application will demon-

strate that evolutionary design can be useful in exploring a space of dynamic be-

haviours for complex behaviour patterns, which exhibit a high level of self-organization. 

The purpose of this application is to explore the effects of changing control pa-

rameters to achieve complex flocking behaviour. Similar to the interactive evolution 

of implicit surfaces, Inspirica will suggest possible evolution directions, and also allow 

the user to steer toward a desired behaviour. 

It is often difficult to predict the resulting behaviour from the control parameters 

without running the simulation because the stochastic, distributed nature of the mul-

tiple, simultaneous interactions make the relationship between a parameter change 

and the corresponding change in global behaviour unobvious. It is also difficult to 

craft a set of parameters to generate a particular behaviour for the same reason. 

Evolutionary algorithms are an appropriate choice to explore swarm behaviours be-

cause they have been effective in other computationally irreducible systems (systems 

where there is no way to predict how the system will behave except by going through 

the execution of the system [Wo101]), such as cellular automata [5ip97]. 

One motivation for this application is to help biologists create hypotheses of 

social behaviour in social organisms. Perhaps biologists could use this application 

of Inspirica to evolve models of flocking or swarming behaviour patterns observed 

in the natural world. By reverse engineering the resulting models, one can uncover 

the behavioural urges that drive the simulated agents. These urges may be the same 

motivations behind the corresponding organism's behaviour. 

Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the Inspirica components in this swarm appli-
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cation. This chapter will describe each of these components including the BREVE 

swarm simulator, and the genotypic encoding of the swarm parameter vector that 

allows them to be manipulated by the genetic operators. Also, the effect of the 

genetic operators on the genotype will be discussed, along with an explanation of 

the interface between the Inspirica system and the BREVE swarm simulator. Several 

evolution experiments will be described and the results of these experiments will be 

presented. 

Swarm Behaviour Patterns 

Breve 
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Simulator 

Interactive 
Evaluator 

•: r 

Vector of Behavioural Parameters 
To Steve Code Converter 

Expression 
Modification 
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the Inspirica system used for evolving swarm behaviour 
patterns. Each box in the diagram is a component in the system. These components 
are defined in the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK, except for the user and components 
that are part of the Evolvica kernel. The arrows indicate the flow of output from 
one component into another. 
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5.2 The Breve Simulation Package 

BREVE is a simulation package designed for simulation of decentralized systems and 

artificial life in both continuous time and continuous 3D space. BREVE consists of 

• an interpreted object-oriented language called steve, 

• an OpenGL' display engine, 

• a physical simulation engine that encompasses 

- rigid body simulation, 

- collision detection, 

- collision resolution, 

- and the general state of the simulated world and integration. 

BREVE simulations are event-driven. Events in BREVE can be triggered by colli-

sions, through the user-interface, at every iteration of the simulation, or at a specific 

time. steve is a procedural programming language specifically designed for imple-

mentation of 3D simulations in BREVE. Its syntax resembles that of Objective-C, 

and includes garbage collection. The swarm simulation used in the work described 

in this chapter is written in steve. BREVE and steve are described in greater detail 

in [SKO2]. 

The BREVE swarm simulation is an implementation of Craig Reynolds classic 

"Boids" model [Rey91]. This simulation is composed of 50 individual agents that fly 

'OpenGL is a standard graphics library that is widely used to create computer graphics 
applications. 
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around in a virtual 3D world. The agents fly within a bounded volume of space, and 

steer away from the boundaries when they get too close. There is a ground plane 

where agents can land. Agents can collide with one another and the ground plane. 

The local environment and each agent's swarm control vector, which is described 

later, determine the direction and speed of their flight. 

5.3 Swarm Control Vector Genotype 

The swarm control vector is a fixed-length vector of scalar values (behavioural param-

eters) that determine the behaviour of a group of independent agents, which interact 

in a simulated three-dimensional physical environment [SKO2]. Every BREVE swarm 

control vector is generated according to an expression generation template, which is 

shown in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.3 shows an example of a swarm control vector that 

follows the template. This figure also shows a bar graph representation of the vec-

tor. Note that it is impossible to generate an illegal design with this template (i.e., 

a design with parameter values outside the preset boundaries). 

In the actual swarm simulator, the scalars in the swarm control vector are used as 

weighting coefficients and parameters to the formulae in Figure 5.4, which calculates 

an agent's instantaneous acceleration vector A at each time step of the simulation 

[SKO2]. The following describes each behavioural parameter from Figure 5.2 and 

from the formulae in Figure 5.4: 

d (CROWDING) The preferred distance an agent tries to maintain with its 

neighbours. 

c1 (SPACINGCONST) The weighting for an agent to steer away from neighbours 
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C2 (WORLDCENTERCONST) 

c3 (vELocrrycoNsT) 

C4 (CENTERCONST) 

c5 (WANDERCONST) 

Vmax (MAXVELOCITY) 

Amax (MAXACCEL) 

that are within a crowding radius d. 

The weighting for an agent to move toward the absolute 

center of its virtual environment. 

The weighting for the average of the agent's neighbours' 

velocity vectors. 

The weighting for an agent to move toward the center of 

gravity of all agents. 

The weighting for an agent to follow a random vector. 

The maximum speed of an agent. 

The maximum change in speed of an agent. This affects 

how fast agents can change direction. 

Although the fixed-length swarm vector genotype is simpler than the variable-

length BlobArt, the resulting phenotype of the swarm vector is much more complex. 

In addition, the fitness evaluation is more difficult because one has to observe the 

global swarm behaviour over time. 
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(* List of possible expressions that can be 

automatically generated *) 

ExprGenPatterns := { 
SwarmBehaviour [ 

_WANDERCONST, 

.WORLDCENTERCONST, 

_CENTERCONST, 

_VELOCITYCONST, 

_SPACINGCONST, 

MAXVELOCITY, 

_MAXACCEL, 

-CROWDING 

WANDERCONST [wanderConstlnt], 

WORLDCENTERCONST [worldCenterConstlnt], 

CENTERCONST 

VELOCITYCONST 

SPACINGCONST 

MAXVELOCITY 

MAXACCEL 

CROWDING 

}; 

[centerConstlnt], 

[velocityConstlnt], 

[spacingConstlnt], 

[maxVelocitylnt], 

[maxAccellnt], 

[crowdingReal] 

(* Definition of non-terminal symbols that appear in 

ExprGenPatterns *) 

wanderConst mt 
centerConstlnt 

velocityConstlnt 

worldCenterConstlnt 

spacingConstmnt 

maxVelccitylnt 

maxAccellnt 

crowdingReal 

: Random 

Random 

:= Random 

:= Random 

Random 

: Random 

: Random 

: Random 

[mnteger,{1, iO}]; 
[mnteger,{1, iO}]; 

[Integer, {1, iO}]; 

[Integer,{1,20}]; 

[Integer,{1,1O}]; 

[Integer, {5 , 40}]; 

[Integer, {5 , 40}]; 

[Real,{O.O1, 1.00}]; 

Figure 5.2: The expression generation template for generating swarm control vectors. 
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SwarmBehaviour [ 
WANDERCONST [9], 
WORLDCENTERCONST [4], 

CENTERCONST [3], 
VELOCITYCONST [6], 
SPACINGCONST [5], 

MAXVELOCITY [37], 

MAXACCEL [23], 
CROWDING [0.25] 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 

Figure 5.3: An example of a swarm control vector genotype, and a bar graph repre-
sentation of the parameter values that have been normalized to a percentage of their 
maximum possible value. 
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V = c1V1 +c2V2 +c3V3 +c4V4 +c5V5 

V 
A — Amax IVI 

where 
C1 to c5 are the weightings for the corresponding urge 

vectors (V1 to V5) described below. 
V is the weighted summation of behavioural urges, 
Vj is a vector that points away from neighbours that are 

within d, 
d is the preferred distance an agent tries to maintain with 

its neighbours (crowding radius), 
V2 is a vector toward the center of the world, 
V3 is the average of the agent's neighbours' velocity vectors, 
V4 is a vector toward the center of gravity of all agents, 
V5 is a random vector, 
A is an agent's instantaneous acceleration vector at each 

time step of the swarm simulation and JAI ≤ Amax) 
Amax is the maximum acceleration of an agent, 

Figure 5.4: The formulae used to calculate an agent's acceleration vector A at each 
time step of the swarm simulation. 
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5.4 Swarm Control Vector Conversion to steve Code 

During the evaluation phase of the evolution, the swarm control vector of each indi-

vidual is translated into a segment of steve code (Figure 5.5), output to a script file, 

and embedded into a BREVE script that defines both the virtual environment and 

the agents' physical abilities within this environment. The embedded code dictates 

the behaviour of the agents within the environment (e.g., velocity, acceleration, de-

sire to move toward the center, desire to stay close or far from neighbouring agents, 

etc.). The BREVE swarm simulator then reads this script file, and the phenotype is 

run in an instance of the simulator for the user to inspect. 

wanderConstant 
worldCenterConstant 
cent erConstant 
velocityConstant 
spacingConstant 
maxVelocity 
maxAcceleration 
cruiseDistance 

= 9. 

= 4. 
= 3. 

= 6. 
= 5. 
= 37. 
= 23. 
= 0.25. 

Figure 5.5: The result of converting the swarm control vector in Figure 5.3 to a steve 
code segment, which is embedded within a steve swarm simulation script to define 
the agents' behavioural parameters. 
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5.5 Genetic Operators on the Behavioural Parameter Vector 

5.5.1 Mutation 

In this swarm evolution application, mutation occurs by first choosing an individual 

Pa from the current population with fitness proportionate selection [JacOl]. 

Pa = (x1)x2, ... , Xi) ... ,x8) 

A random parameter x, i E {1, ...,8} is then chosen from the genotype of this 

individual, and a random value d following a uniform distribution within a user-

defined range is added or subtracted to this parameter to produce a new individual 

Pz. 

= xi ± d 

= (x1, x2, ..., x, ... X8) 

Note that if d causes x to become smaller than the minimum allowable value, or 

higher than the maximum value, then x will be assigned the minimum or maximum 71 

value, respectively. The user may choose to repeat this process a number of times to 

mutate several parameters in one mutation operation. See Figure 5.6 for an example 

of mutation on a parameter vector. 

5.5.2 Crossover 

Crossovers are accomplished in this application by first choosing two individuals Pa 

and Pb from the population using fitness proportionate selection, where a b. 

Pa = 
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SarrnBehaviour 

W,NDERCONST 

WORLDCENTERCONST 

CENTERCONST 

VELOCITYCONST 

S PACINGCONST 

MAXVELOCITY 

MAXACCEL 

CROWDING 

' 

Jr 
[5], 

[0.25] 

(Mutation) 

Swa rmBehavi our 

 WANDERCONST [7], 

WORLDCENTERCONST [4], 

 CENTERCONST [4], 

VELOCITYCONST [6], 

SPACINGCONST [5], 

MAXVELOCITY [37], 

 MAXACCEL [18], 

CROWDING [0.25] 

b) 

Figure 5.6: An example of mutation on a parameter vector. 

= (Yi, Y2, ... Yi, Yi+i, ..., YB) 

A random point i E {1, ... , 8} in the two swarm control vectors is chosen, and 

the two halves at that point are exchanged between the two selected individuals to 

produce two new individuals p and J3,. 

= (XI ,X2,..., Xi, yj+i, ... ,y8) 

Ab = (yi,y2) ... ,yj,Xj+i, ... ,X8). 

See figure 5.7 for an example of crossover on a parameter vector. 

5.6 Results 

This section will describe an evolution experiment that demonstrates the ability of 

Inspirica to steer toward a particular behaviour from random beginnings, and its 

ability to discover new behaviour patterns that were not foreseen by the user. The 

experiment that will be presented in this section evolved a population of six randomly 

generated swarm control vectors to produce a vector that drives a flock of agents 
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a) 

b) 

ICENTERCONST 

VELOCITYCONST 

SPACINGCONST 

MAXVELOCITY 

MAXACCEL 

CROWDING 

1; 

SwarmBehaviour ( 

WANDERCONST [9], 

WORLIDCENTERCONST [4], 

[3], 

[6], 

[5], 

[37], 

[23], 

[0.25] 

CNTERCONS T 

VEL OC ITYCONS T 

SPACINGCONST 

MAXVELOCITY 

MAXACCEL 

CROWDING 

SwarmBehaviour [ 

IWANDERC0NST 

JWORLDCENTERCONST [1] 

jjJ 
[6], 

[5], 

[37], 

[23], 

[0.25] 

SwarmBehaviour 

1WPNDERCONsT [3], 

IW0RLDCENTERCONSP [1] 

ICEflTERCONST 1811 -

ET 6C_I7Y307S;F [2], 

SPACINGCONST [7], 

MAXVELOCITY [23], 

MAXACCEL [29], 

CROWDING [0.95] 

1 

SwarmBehaviour 

WANDERCONST [9], 

WORLDCNTERCONSP [4], 

CENTERCONST [3], 

VELOCITYCONST [2], 

SPACINGCONST [7], 

MAXVELOCITY [23], 

MAXACCEL [29], 

CROWDING [0.95] 

Figure 5.7: An example of crossover on two swarm control vector parents (a), to 
produce new offspring (b). 

to collectively fly in a line. The original aim of this experiment was to generate 

long skinny line formations, however other behaviours were discovered that proved 

to be even more interesting, such as figure-eight and ring formations. The evolution 

parameters used to generate the results described in this section are summarized in 

Table A.4. 

5.6.1 Evolving Line, Ring, and Figure-Eight Formations 

The evolution experiment started by presenting six BREVE simulation windows to the 

user. These windows showed the behaviour patterns from the swarm control vectors 
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generated by Inspirica. Initially, these control vectors were randomly generated. The 

user observed the flocking behaviour in each window for 300 simulation time units, 

or until the agents settled into a stable behaviour. This stable behaviour could be a 

repeated sequence of flocking patterns, or it could be a flocking pattern that never 

changes. Occasionally an evolved swarm never settled into an observable flocking 

pattern. In these cases, the user waited for 300 time units, and then assigned a low 

fitness value to the corresponding swarm control vector. 

When the agents settled into a stable behaviour, the user ranked each phenotype 

based on how closely they resembled the desired behaviour (i.e., flying in a line for-

mation). A new generation was then created by mutating and recombining (Section 

5.5) fit members from the old generation. This process was repeated for a total of 

17 generations. 

Figure 5.8 shows screenshots of some of the most common behaviours that were 

generated during the experiment. These behaviours appeared most frequently in the 

early stages of the experiment. Note that the number in the top left corner of each 

screenshot denotes the simulation time step when the image was captured. Beside 

each screenshot is a bar graph representation of the swarm control vector that was 

evolved to produce the behaviour shown. Each parameter in these bar graphs was 

normalized to a percentage of its maximum possible value. 

The first interesting behaviour that emerged was flocking behaviour. This was 

considered an improvement over the previous behaviours because the agents fly in 

large coherent groups, where 30% or more of the agents fly in the same flock. Figure 

5.9 shows two examples of this flocking behaviour, and their corresponding swarm 

control vectors. 
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Figure 5.10 (a) shows the first line formation that was evolved from this experi-

ment. This line only contained a few agents, did not form very often, and was not 

very stable 2. Figure 5.10 (b) shows an interesting swirling ring formation that was 

serendipitously discovered in a different individual within the same generation. 

Six generations, after the line and swirling formation patterns (Figure 5.10) ap-

peared, a swarm control vector was generated that caused agents to collect in a stable 

figure-eight formation (Figure 5.11 (a)), or a stable ring formation (Figure 5.11 (b)). 

Note that the swarm simulation was run several times with different seed values for 

the random number generator (i.e., each run used a different set of pseudo-random 

numbers), and stable figure-eight and/or ring formations emerged in every run. This 

figure-eight formation demonstrates the discovery of self-organized, decentralized, 

complex behaviour. 

No single parameter is responsible for the figure-eight formation. The proper 

proportion of each parameter with every other parameter allows for the emergence 

of this behaviour. Slight changes in the parameters that altered their relative pro-

portions resulted in less stable figure-eight formations. This is illustrated in Figure 

5.12 (a), which shows a slightly mutated offspring of the parent shown in Figure 

5.11. This offspring still forms figure-eight formations, however these formations 

break apart more frequently, and the shape of the figure-eight is not as well defined. 

Some parameters are more important to the emergence of the figure-eight be-

haviour than others. Specifically, small changes in the maximum acceleration made 

the behaviour pattern less stable (the formation would break apart more often). 

21n a stable formation, agents do not break out of the formation unless they encounter the 
ground plane. 
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Whereas changes in the weighting for agents to steer toward the center of the world 

had less effect on the stability of the formation. 

Figure 5.12 (b) shows another mutated offspring of Figure 5.11. The agents in 

this offspring form large ring formations, compared to the smaller ring formed in 

Figure 5.11 (b). However, these large ring formations are not very stable, but they 

usually form again later after they break apart. 

Another interesting behaviour pattern that was derived from the figure-eight pat-

tern in Figure 5.11 is shown in Figure 5.13. The agents in this simulation formed very 

skinny figure-eights, which broke into long curvy lines that eventually formed back 

into skinny figure-eights. These behaviours repeatedly cycled during the simulation. 

Figure 5.15 shows the swarm control vector for the behaviour pattern in Figure 5.13. 

In addition to all the fascinating behaviour patterns that were discovered from 

this evolution experiment, the original objective of evolving line formations was also 

achieved. After 16 generations, a swarm control vector (Figure 5.16) was evolved 

that produced long line formations that contained a large number of agents, were 

fairly stable, and formed frequently during the simulation. Screenshots from this 

simulation are shown in Figure 5.14, 
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10'. 20'. 30'. 40% 50'. 60'. 70'. 80% 90'. 100'. 

Figure 5.8: The most common behaviours that appeared during the evolution exper-
iment. (a) The agents are all scattered and never form clusters or coherent groups 
(swarms or flocks). (b) The agents form tight stationary clusters. (c) The agents 
form loose stationary clusters. (d) The agents form small scattered flocks. Table B.1 
lists the actual values for each swarm control parameter. 
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Tightly Pecked Flock 

]  

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 73% 80% 90%100 

Loosely Packed Flock 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 63% 70% 80% 90%133% 

Figure 5.9: Agents in large flocks, where 30% or more of the agents fly in the same 
flock. (a) A large tight flock. (b) A large loose flock. Table B.2 lists the actual 
values for each swarm control parameter. 
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First Line 

II I  

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 00% 90%100 

  Swirling Ring 

I  

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 00% 00%100% 

Figure 5.10: (a) The first evolved line formation. (b) An interesting behaviour 
pattern was serendipitously discovered, where the agents fly in a loose swirling ring 
formation. Table B.3 lists the actual values for each swarm control parameter. 
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Figure-Eight and Small Ring 

CROWDING 

M7L 

xvEriocrIY 

SECIN3 

vtccrr 

CENTER 

WNER 

I I 
I  

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100% 

C) 

Figure 5.11: This particular parameter vector will cause the agents to stabilize either 
in an (a) figure-eight formation, or (b) a ring formation. In the ring formation, the 
agents fly in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions. It is like a figure-eight 
formation where the two end-loops have folded in on one another. Note that the 
shape of these ring formations were more defined than those in Figure 5.10 (b). 
Table B.4 lists the actual values for each swarm control parameter. 
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My Figure-Eight 

II I 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 61% 70% 80% 90%100 

Large Rind 

10 8 20 8 30% 40 8 50 8 60% 70% 80 8 90 8 100 

Figure 5.12: Other, less stable behaviours derived from the original figure-eight 
behaviour shown in Figure 5.11 (a). (a) A messy figure-eight. The figure-eight shape 
that is not as well defined as the one in Figure 5.11 (a). (b) A ring similar to the 
one in Figure 5.11 (b), except that this one is larger and the agents are more spread 
out. Table B.5 lists the actual values for each swarm control parameter. 
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Figure 5.13: The parameter vector in Figure 5.15 will cause the agents to cycle 
between: (a) a skinny figure-eight formation, (b) an elongated figure-eight formation 
that breaks into a (c) long curved line formation, and then eventually repeats from 
(a). 
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Figure 5.14: In this simulation, agents constantly form long line formations involving 
a large number of agents. This figure shows screenshots of several line formation 
patterns that occur at different times during the simulation. 
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Figure 5.15: The swarm control vector for the behaviour pattern in Figure 5.13. 
Table B.6 lists the actual values for each swarm control parameter. 
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Figure 5.16: The swarm control vector for the behaviour pattern in Figure 5.14. 
Table B.7 lists the actual values for each swarm control parameter. 
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5.7 Discussion of Results 

These results demonstrate that Inspirica can be an effective tool in exploring a 

diverse range of different swarming behaviours. 

Evolutionary algorithms have been successfully applied to problem domains where 

the complex solutions are often difficult to understand, counter-intuitive, and as a 

result have resisted discovery by human reasoning. Such problem domains include 

the construction of neural networks. [Sim94, SMO2, Gru95], cellular automaton rules. 

[Sip97, dG92], and quantum algorithms [SBBS99b, SBBS99a]. Exploring swarm dy-

namics is another such problem domain. This chapter has shown that evolutionary 

algorithms hold a lot of promise in aiding in the exploration and discovery of complex 

dynamic behaviour patterns of a collection of autonomous agents. 

5.8 Summary 

The main goal of this chapter was to show that Inspirica is a useful tool for exploring 

and discovering complex dynamic behaviour patterns. In this application of Inspir-

ica, parameters that determined the weighting of behavioural urges, crowding radius, 

and maximum velocity and acceleration of agents in a BREVE swarm simulation were 

interactively evolved to produce complex swarming behaviour patterns. The steer-

ability of Inspirica through the interactive evaluator was again demonstrated in the 

evolution of agents that fly in line formations, from random beginnings. Behaviours 

that more closely resembled the desired behaviour, or displayed interesting swarming 

patterns, received higher fitness rankings from the user. In addition to successfully 

evolving line formations, the system also produced a swirling formation, which later 
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evolved into figure-eight, ring, and other interesting formations. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Discussion on Future Work 

6.1 Introduction 

In this thesis, Inspirica was presented. Inspirica is a highly customizable evolu-

tionary design system that can be applied to a variety of different design domains, 

including static and dynamic designs, to explore a vast space of potential solutions. 

Aspects of Inspirica that were described in this thesis include the main evolution 

loop, APPLICATION NOTEBOOK, default interactive fitness evaluator, and genetic 

operators. Inspirica was applied to automatically and interactively generate original 

implicit surface model designs of fluid containers, chairs, and facemasks. In addition 

to creating these static designs, Inspirica was used to discover complex, organized, 

emergent behaviour patterns by evolving a vector of parameters that influenced the 

weighting and values of behavioural urges of a collection of swarming agents flying 

in a 3D virtual space. 

This chapter summarizes the capabilities of Inspirica and the contributions made 

by this research to the field of evolutionary computation. In addition, suggestions 

for future research directions from this work will be given, and finally conclusions 

from this research will be summarized. 

132 
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6.2 Summary of Contributions 

The contributions of this research can be separated into two categories: 

. The creation of Inspirica. 

The Evolvica system (written by Christian Jacob [Jac97, JacOl]) was enhanced 

to produce Inspirica. The enhancements that were made include: 

- A single notebook for customizing experiments. The organization of ex-

periment parameters and customizations that are specific to a partic-

ular evolution experiment are organized in a single notebook interface 

(APPLICATION NOTEBOOK). This makes applying Inspirica to a new de-

sign task more convenient because a user only has to make changes to one 

notebook without having to be familiar with any of the evolution kernel 

code. 

Customizable genetic operators. This allows one to tailor the genetic op-

erators to perform specialized transformations on design solutions. An 

example of this was seen in Chapter 4, where the mutation operator was 

constrained to only mutate the y scale of BLOBPOINTs in the generation 

of facemasks. 

- A framework for incorporating external fitness evaluators. In this work, 

external programs were used to automatically evaluate the fitness of so-

lutions generated by the evolution kernel. These external programs read 

in script files that were generated by user-defined functions in the APPLI-

CATION NOTEBOOK that converted the representation of the genotype in 
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Mathematica into these script files. The external evaluators returned the 

fitness value in a file, which a user-defined function in the APPLICATION 

NOTEBOOK read, and passed into the evolution kernel. This framework 

allowed users to incorporate evaluators that are difficult or impossible to 

implement in Mathematica. An external evaluator was used in the evo-

lution of fluid containers to determine an approximate measure of their 

capacity. 

- An interactive fitness evaluator. An interactive fitness evaluator that 

could be applied to any application was created to evaluate solutions 

for fitness criteria that were too difficult or impossible to do with an au-

tomatic evaluator. This interactive evaluator allowed one to integrate 

external phenotype viewers through the APPLICATION NOTEBOOK. The 

interactive evaluator was used to evolve chairs, facemasks, and swarming 

behaviour patterns. 

- The ability to combine multiple fitness evaluations into a single fitness 

value. The fitness values returned by the interactive and automatic eval-

uators were combined into a single fitness value with a weighted sum. 

This value was then used by the evolution kernel as the fitness for the 

individual. The combination of multiple fitness values was used in the 

evolution of chairs that were evaluated interactively for aesthetics and 

automatically for connectedness. 

The application of Inspirica. 

To demonstrate the ability of Inspirica to generate and explore a variety of 
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solutions, three applications of Inspirica were presented in this thesis. For 

each application, a separate APPLICATION 4NOTEBOOK was defined to tailor 

the evolution kernel to evolve appropriate solutions. These applications include 

the evolution of the following examples: 

- Implicit surface models of fluid containers. This application successfully 

demonstrated the ability of Inspirica to automatically generate novel fluid 

container designs from initially random designs without any human inter-

vention. The creation of an automatic evaluator for approximating the 

capacity of an implicit surface model was created for this application. 

- Implicit surface models of chairs. The evolution of chair-like forms demon-

strated Inspirica's ability to evolve objects using interactive and automatic 

evaluators simultaneously. An implicit surface viewer was developed to 

allow models to be manipulated and saved. This allowed the user to di-

rectly alter the population during the evolution to provide suggestions to 

the system that were based on previous suggestions made to the user by 

the system. The creation of an automatic evaluator that approximately 

measures the connectedness of a simplified implicit surface model was 

created for this application. 

- Implicit surface models of facemasks. A custom mutation operator that 

constrained changes to the y scale was created and used in the interactive 

evolution of forms that resemble facemasks. 

- Swarming behaviour patterns. The integration of Inspirica with BREVE 

allowed for the evolution of swarming behaviour patterns, which lead to 
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the generation of some highly organized swarm formations, such as a 

figure-eight pattern. 

6.3 Future Work 

The goal of this thesis was to demonstrate the effectiveness of using an evolutionary 

algorithm as a tool for exploration. Having demonstrated some of the possibilities, 

some potential avenues of future research following from the work described in this 

thesis can now be discussed. 

6.3.1 Improvements to Inspirica 

Currently Inspirica only supports basic genetic operators, but it allows one to easily 

add new genetic operators. Future work could include adding to the library of genetic 

operators that are currently available. For example, one could add the following 

operators for genetic programming: automatically defined functions [IKoz92], loops, 

and recursion [KIAK99]. 

The current version of Inspirica does not have any facilities for handling other 

advanced evolutionary algorithm techniques, such as injection islands, co-evolutions, 

distributed evolution, parallel evolutionary algorithms, [Ben99] etc. One could add 

these features into Inspirica, but one would have to make modifications to the evo-

lution kernel. 

During interactive evolution, many times Inspirica will generate several particu-

larly interesting solutions within a single population. However, some of these solu-

tions may be lost in the evolutionary selection. Currently, all individuals generated 
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by Inspirica are saved, however if one wanted to recover a past individual, one would 

have to remember the generation and index number to locate the individual in the 

archive. A point of future work would be to create special pools where users can 

easily save interesting individuals that cannot be kept due to population size con-

straints. The individuals in these pools can be easily located and injected later in 

the evolution or in other evolution experiments. 

As suggested in [HONO1], a fascinating addition would be a machine learning 

system that predicts user preferences from observing the user's past fitness rankings. 

This could allow one to automatically evaluate fitness criteria that previously could 

only be evaluated manually. 

6.3.2 Evolving Blob Trees 

The following list shows some possible avenues of future work for applying Inspirica 

to evolving Blob Trees: 

. Incorporate more primitives such as cones, tori, planes, etc. to allow for more 

diverse models. 

• Incorporate more features of the BlobTree, such as warp functions (e.g., taper, 

twist, bend, etc.) and attributes (e.g., material, textures, color, etc.), and one 

could make more use of CSG negative objects. This would also allow for a 

greater variety of designs. 

• Experiment with different operator probabilities, including adaptive weights 

for GP operators. This would allow the probability of genetic operators to 

evolve with the population. 
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• Add more fitness modules, such as wind-resistance, volume, surface area, etc., 

which would allow one to evolve objects with different capabilities for different 

purposes. In addition, one could evolve mechanical properties of objects, which 

could start out with mechanically correct skeletons. 

6.3.3 Swarm Construction of Implicit Surface Models 

Another direction that this work can be steered toward would be to combine the 

implicit surface and swarm applications so that swarms of agents can generate 3D 

structures. Each agent could deposit, move, or remove point primitives in a 3D 

virtual environment based on some behavioural setting. Similar to the way wasps 

build nests [BDT99], this would dynamically create implicit surface models based on 

the behaviour of the agents.1 

6.3.4 Evolving steve Code 

As future work, evolving the actual steve code instead of a static vector of parameters 

would allow more kinds of diverse behaviours to be generated. It would allow one 

to evolve the capabilities of the agents instead of just the parameters that control 

a set of predetermined capabilities. In addition, one could evolve the nature of the 

environment, such as gravity, as well as the agents. 

6.3.5 Usability and Visualization Improvements 

The usability of Inspirica could be greatly improved by integrating visualization, 

browsing, and selection tools instead of using separate tools to accomplish these 

'This idea came from a personal conversation with Christian Jacob and Gerald Hushlak. 
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tasks. Currently it is difficult to get an overview of an experiment's evolution his-

tory because this history is stored as a text file, which is difficult to browse. This 

problem could be solved by integrating into Inspirica an evolution history visualiza-

tion tool [FJO1] to get an immediate and intuitive view of the evolution history of 

the experiment. 

Currently, only phenotype viewers that display a single individual are integrated 

with Inspirica. To browse all the phenotypes produced in an entire experiment 

requires the use of a separate tool that generates thumbnail images of the phenotypes, 

and displays them in a web browser. Selection of individuals for operations such as 

importing into other experiments or modification is not supported. The usability of 

Inspirica would be greatly improved by integrating a viewer that could select and 

browse all individuals produced in experiments. In addition, for dynamic phenotypes, 

such as swarming behaviour, it would be more effective to view short, thumbnail-

sized movies of the individuals instead of just still images. 

6.4 Conclusions 

This thesis has demonstrated that evolutionary algorithms can be a useful tool for 

exploration. This was shown by applying Inspirica to evolve static implicit surface 

models, and dynamic swarming behaviour patterns. In these applications, users were 

able to steer the evolution, and preserve desired features between generations. 

The following conclusions can be made from the research presented in this thesis: 

• Evolutionary algorithms can be effective in exploring static and dynamic solu-

tions. The evolutionary search for these solutions can be guided by the user 
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using the following mechanisms: 

- Interactive ranking of solutions. 

- Customized genetic operators. 

- Preservation of key features through the unmodified propagation of the 

fittest individual. 

- Modification of evolution parameters before and during evolution. These 

parameters include: 

* Genetic operator weights and parameters (e.g., amount of change 

caused by a single mutation). 

* Selection schemes (e.g., roulette wheel selection) for operators and 

individuals. 

* Expression selection weights for genetic operations. 

• Evolutionary algorithms can be effective in exploring solution spaces where 

the relationship between the parameters and the resulting phenotypic effect 

is not obvious. This was demonstrated in the evolution of dynamic swarming 

behaviour patterns. 

• Automatic fitness evaluators do not have to return a perfect measure of a 

solution's fitness to evolve effective solutions. This was demonstrated in the 

evolution of fluid containers and chair-like forms. 

• Interactive evaluators can be effective in exploring domains where the fitness 

criteria of a solution is difficult or impossible to express formally in an auto-

matic evaluator. 
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• Incorporating an automatic fitness evaluator with the interactive evaluations 

can ease the burden of evaluating the solutions, and can free the user to focus 

more on qualities that are difficult to evaluate automatically. 

• One can take advantage of the flexibility of evolutionary algorithms to cre-

ate an evolutionary design system (Inspirica) that can evolve solutions to a 

vast range of different problem domains without restricting the solutions to a 

particular representation. The ability of Inspirica to create both dynamic be-

haviours (swarm behaviours) and static models (BlobArt sculptures) illustrate 

the diverse domains that can be evolved with Inspirica. 

• Evolutionary algorithms can be effective in exploring and automatically gen-

erating implicit surface models. 

In conclusion, this research has shown that there is potential in creating a tool 

that simulates natural evolution in order to find solutions that have not yet been 

discovered. Inspirica suggested potential solutions to the user or an automatic evalu-

ator, and feedback was given to the system that guided the evolution toward desirable 

solutions. The evolution process repeated, until acceptable solutions were found. In-

spirica has demonstrated its ability to generate novel forms, and complex dynamic 

behaviour patterns whose very existence was doubtful. This in turn has shown that 

evolutionary algorithms can be an effective tool for exploration. 
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Appendix A 

Evolution Parameters 

EVOLUTION PARAMETER VALUE 
Size of population 10 
Num. of mdiv. replaced 

per generation 
5% 

Prob. of node mutation 8% 
• Prob. of subtree mutation 8% 
Prob. of crossover 60% 
Prob. of deletion 8% 
Prob. of insertion 8% 
Prob. of duplication 8% 

Table A.1: Evolution parameters for the evolution of fluid containers (Chapter 3). 
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EVOLUTION PARAMETER VALUE 
Size of population 6 
Num. of mdiv. replaced 

per generation 
5% 

Genetic Operator Weights 
Exploration Phase: 

Prob. of mutation 80% 
Prob. of crossover 20% 

Exploitation Phase: 
Prob. of mutation 20% 
Prob. of crossover 80% 

Expression Selection Weights 
Mutation 

SCALE 50% 
POSITION 50% 
COLOUR 0% 

Crossover 
SCALE 50% 
POSITION 50% 
COLOUR 0% 

Genetic Operator Parameters 
Mutation 

Avg. num. BL0BP0INTs mutated 
per mutation operation 

3 

Avg. increment size 0.2 

Table A.2: Evolution parameters for the evolution of chairs (Chapter 4). 
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EVOLUTION PARAMETER VALUE 
Size of population 6 
Num. of mdiv. replaced 

per generation 
5% 

Genetic Operator Weights 
Exploration Phase: 

Prob. of mutation 80% 
Prob. of crossover 20% 

Exploitation Phase: 
Prob. of mutation 20% 
Prob. of crossover 80% 

Expression Selection Weights 
Mutation 
• SCALE (y scale only) 100% 

POSITION 0% 
COLOUR 0% 

Crossover 
SCALE 100% 
POSITION 0% 
COLOUR 0% 

Genetic Operator Parameters 
Mutation 

Avg. num. BLOBPOINTs mutated 
per mutation operation 

6 

Avg. increment size 0.2 

Table A.3: Evolution parameters for the evolution of facemasks (Chapter 4). 
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EVOLUTION PARAMETER VALUE 
Size of population 6 
Num. of mdiv. replaced 

per generation 
5% 

Genetic Operator Weights 
Exploration Phase: 

Prob. of mutation 70% 
Prob. of crossover 30% 

Exploitation Phase: 
Prob. of mutation 20% 
Prob. of crossover 80% 

Expression Selection Weights 
Mutation and Crossover 
WANDERCONST 12.5% 
WORLD CENTERCONST 12.5% 
CENTERCONST 12.5% 
VELOCITYCONST 12.5% 
SPACINGCONST 12.5% 
MAXVELOCITY 12.5% 
MAXACCEL 12.5% 
CROWDING 12.5% 

Genetic Operator Parameters 
Mutation 

Avg. num. parameters mutated 
per mutation operation 

3 

Avg. increment size 15% of max. 
possible value 

Table A.4: Evolution parameters for the evolution of swarm dynamics (Chapter 5). 
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Swarm Control Parameters 

Parameters 
Scattered 
Agents 

Tight 
Stationary 
Cluster 

Loose 
Stationary 
Cluster 

Several 
Small 
Flocks 

WANDERCONST 8 & 6 4 
WORLDCENTERCONST 9 10 7 5 
CENTERCONST 5 7 5 7 
VELOCITYCONST 1 8 2 7 
SPACINGCONST 6 7 5 3 
MAXVELOCITY 36 8 6 13 
MAXACCEL 11 38 40 37 
CROWDING 0.59 0.46 0.23 0.4 

Table B.1: Swarm control parameters for the behaviours in Figure 5.8. 

Parameters Tightly 
Packed Flock 

Loosely 
Packed Flock 

WANDERCONST 7 10 
WORLDCENTERCONST 15 18 
CENTERCONST 8 6 
VELOCITYCONST 10 7 
SPACINGCONST 6 8 
MAXVELOCITY 5 24 
MAXACCEL 38 6 
CROWDING 0.14 0.44 

Table B.2: Swarm control parameters for the behaviours in Figure 5.9. 
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Parameters First 
Line 

Loose 
Swirling Ring 

WANDERCONST 5 3 
WORLDCENTERCONST 8 5 
CENTERCONST 8 7 
VELOCITYCONST 7 1 
SPACINGCONST 5 2 
MAXVELOCITY 13 5 
MAXACCEL 38 38 
CROWDING 0.14 0.43 

Table B.3: Swarm control parameters for the behaviours in Figure 5.10. 

Parameters Figure-Eight and Small Ring 
WANDERCONST 2 
WORLDCENTERCONST 5 
CENTERCONST 10 
VELOCITYCONST 3 
SPACINGCONST 1 
MAXVELOCITY 6 
MAXACCEL 38 
CROWDING 0.01 

Table B.4: Swarm control parameters for the behaviours in Figure 5.11. 

Parameters Messy 
Figure-Eight 

Large 
Ring 

WANDERCONST 3 1 
WORLDCENTERCONST 6 14 
CENTERCONST 7 10 
VELOCITYCONST 3 5 
SPACINGCONST 2 1 
MAXVELOCITY 6 9 
MAXACCEL 40 39 
CROWDING 0.01 0.14 

Table B.5: Swarm control parameters for the behaviours in Figure 5.12. 
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Parameters Elongated Figure-Eight 
WANDERCONST 1 

WORLDCENTERCONST 12 

CENTERCONST 10 

VELOCITYCONST 5 

SPACINGCONST 2 

MAXVELOCITY 6 

MAXACCEL 35 

CROWDING 0.35 

Table B.6: Swarm control parameters for the behaviours in Figure 5.13. 

Parameters Long Line 
WANDERCONST 4 

WORLDCENTERCONST 10 

CENTERCONST 8 

VELOCITYCONST 7 

SPACINGCONST 4 

MAXVELOCITY 9 

MAXACCEL 40 

CROWDING 0.01 

Table B.7: Swarm control parameters for the behaviours in Figure 5.14. 


